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Waterfield-Breathitt Match
Wits For Special Session
Lt. Gov. Harry Lee Waterfield
said Tuesday night that "if it gets
to the point that its necessary" he
would call a special legislative
session when Gov. Edward T.
Breathitt leaves the state.
That action would only be taken
if Breathitt continues to leave taxpayers in doubt about what will be
done concerning the Court of Appeals ruling on 100 per cent property assessments, he said.
But Waterfield said he has no
present plans of doing so and indicated that next week, when Breathitt will attend the National Governor's Conference in Minnesota,
will not be the proper time.
He reiterated that he thinks it is
Breathitt's responsibility to call a

special session to clear the air on
what taxpayers can expect as a
result of the court's rulings.
The lieutenant governor was asked to comment on a published report that pressure is being mounted on Breathitt to call a special
session this week before he leaves
the state for fear that Waterfield
would do so when he is away.
Waterfieid would not commit
himself. While he has no present
and circumstance
plans, time
might change things, he said.
The lieutenant governor said
he has told Breathitt personally
and publicly a special session is
needed.
"If he continues to show no interest in the welfare of the taxpayers," Waterfield said, "then I
might do it at the proper time if
given the opportunity."
Taxpayers are demanding a decision, he said, because the court's
ruling "has already happened."
Telegrams and letters by Breathitt
to local taxing districts are not the
kind of action they are looking for,
he said.
(Continued on Page Four)

I am publishing the following letter, not to cast any aspersions on
the persons or organizations mentioned in it, but to enlist the he of
generous readers to lessen the anguish and despair of the family referred to in the letter.
The frustration of the letter-writer is understandable, when one considers the many fund drives held
In our cites, as well as the many
private and governmental agencies
charged with helping the indigent
sick. But this is not a time to ask
why this portion cannot be helped,
but bow she can be belperi immediate/Ir.
You may send any contributions
to the News office and they will be
trammeled/gad if you Ito desire. Any
amount, no matter haw large or
how tem& will be appreciated, I
am sure.

-

OFFICER ADDED
A second probation and parole
officer, Jerry L. Wilson of Mayfield,
has been added to the Mayfield office responsible for Fulton, Graves,
Hickman, Carlisle, and Ballard
Counties. The addition was attributed to an extremely heavy case
load and efforts to provide better
service.
TRIO APPEARS
The Kiddie Katz trio appeared at
the annual dinner of the Masons
and the Eastern Star at the Masonic Temple in Union City last
Thursday. The group is composed
of Carmen Gardner, Marilyn McKendree, and Bonita Burrow of
South Fulton.

Fulton's Housing Project Great Asset To Lem! Piennress
Microfilm Center
Margaret L King Library
University of Kentucky
0exington, Hy.

WESTWOOD is th• largest of Fulion's three housing developments and will contain half of the total of 50 units which will have from one le five bedrooms In single residences
and duplexes. They are planned for people on pensions or social security and for average working-class families.
Work is well under way on the
Fulton Municipal Housing Commission's three projects. Construction
began about May 1 and is expected
to be-completed February 1.
The developments are Westwood,
located on the former Carr property between North College Street
and Fairview Avenue near Fairview Cemetery; Eastwood on the
old Huddieston land off Burns Avenue, and Oak Heights on the former Thomas property at Burton
Avenue and Norman Street near
the water works.

WFUL

houses, and the framing is complete on all but three. All the floors
have been poured and much of the
plumbing has been finished.
The main office will be located
in Westwood on North College
Street.
The units are designed to be
rented by people on pensions and
social security, average workingclass families, and others with
similar incomes. Rents will be
based on the tenant's income and
he number of dependents he has.
They will include all utilities ex-
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Investigati6n
Continues In
Siegel Thefts

ganizations, but his major contribution for leaving a lasting impression around here is the superb enjoyment he furnished as one of the
key performers in the Lion's Club
annual minstrel.
Did and Lois Lindberg also have
been might busy young people and
the Girl Scout program will surely
feel their absence nearly as much
as their friends will miss their extremely pleasant personalities.
Thayer Bruce is the kind of a
fellow who makes any acquaintance feel like a long-time friend
and the same is true of his wife
Nita. But in addition to Nita's delightful personality her friends will
miss her expert knowledge as a
duplicate bridge player. There's
many a gal around town who knows
a lot more about bridge than she
did before Nita came along . . .
and surely there are those who
know even more about duplicate
bridge because Nita has taken her
time to teach classes in this involved, and yet Immensely pleasant activity . ..(for those who like
bridge, understand.)
Monday the duplicate bridge
players at the Country Club surprised Nita with a farewell luncheon in her honor. It couldn't have
happened to a nicer person.
'Tis a fond farwell we wish these
departing members of the FerryMorse family. It is not goodbye, for
there will be many constant hopes
that the Ferry-Morse parents will
send them back to Fulton 'ere too
long.

order to insure proper care of the
units. Periodic inspection of houses
and yards will be made, as is usual
for rental property.
Richard Myatt, executive director of the Municipal Housing Commission, said there are already
more preliminary applications than
units, but since =any will not
qualify more are being accepted.
The total cost of the project will
be about $701,000, Myatt said. It
is being financed by bonds sold by
the Housing Commission and guar(Continued on page jive)

TWO SECTIONS

Banana Festival Selected As Occasion
For 'Operation Amigo'Diplomacy Plan

$1,000 Raised
For Recreation;
Prizes Awarded

Ferry-Morse Transfers Remind
Us Company Has Great Family

cept electricity.
Preliminary applications for units
are now being taken by the Housing Commission office on Commercial Avenue. A second application
must be filed later for actual consideration and selection of tenants.
Renters must earn less than an
annual amount to be determined
and specified at a later date, and
must earn enough to insure the
ability to meet their obligations.
As the incomes of tenants change
their rents will be re-adjusted.
Character will be considered in

.411.11/AVO
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CANDIDATES ENDORSED
Members of the recently-organised Obion Wealdley County Committee on Political Education have
unanimously endorsed (Mon County Judge Dan W. Meginnis and
Circuit Court Cleat Dee Ethridge
Dean.:
$1,000 was raised
Did you know that Ifyou needed In their re-election campaigns.
es Youth, Inc., at a
ClttielY
1"
=
forA11
fisaseial help immediately it is
people supper attended by more
_impossible to get it? I Mel until
=1the City Park
0
l,41:
thenui
ayesterdesloot
I visited a friend in the hospital,
ltenears of the board if diwho is having a major operation
rectors supressed great pleasure
A major operation is hard enough
with the soppert shovrnFulisVs
to face, but she has tar worse
recreation program for young peoIresebles. Her husband has tuberple.
egads sogilas ant been Nile lb
The Cardinals girls' softball team
work for flthr peens. libe woe=
and the Reds of the bore Minor
No charges have been placed League were awarded a trip to a
a factory. They have two
children and the is the only sop- against the 17 persons implicated St. Louis Cardinals game for havin the alleged thefts of merchandise ing sold the greatest number of
ped.
She will not get any sick Pay for from the Henry I Siegel Company, tickets to the fund-raising picnic.
from di to sight weeks, it takes South Fulton Police Chief Elmer
The girls' team is coached by
that long he WO skit pay to come Mansfield reported Wednesday. Al- Mrs. Carl Greer and Mrs. Fred
theengle. Her greeds= is, bow are though three of the persons involv- Collier, and the boys' baseball team
they doing to live for eight weeks ed signed confessions to stealing a by Joe Graves and James Robey.
without any income. It's hard to quantity of men and women's
The Fulton Phillies, an advanced
miss a weekly pay check, but eight garments from the factory, and girls' softball team, was also
weeks would hurt anyone financial- others were jailed for questioning awarded tickets to a St. Louis
in connection with the alleged game because of the large number
13%
I called the Welfare office to get thefts, no formal arrests have been of tickets they sold. They are manhelp and was told that it would made.
aged by Jimmy and Peggy Gilbert.
take about eight weeks for them
Investigation into the incident
All food for the fund-raising picto help, since there is a lot of red continues by both Tennessee and nic was donated by E. W. James
tape. It was suggested that I call Kentucky law enforcement officers. and Sons SuperiMarket, whose emthe judge, which I did. He sugAccording to information receiv- ployees helped in the preparation
gested the ministerial alliance. ed by the News all of the employees and serving.
(Oentinsied on pens eight)
have been discharged.

Members of Ferry-Morse Seed
Company's large and influential
family moved into Fulton some six
years ago and immediately delved
head-long into every phase of Fu]ton's community life. As Pe
months grow into years, the associations and the friendships the
family makes grow deeper into the
roots of community life.
Periodic transfers made by the
"family" in the pursuit of growing
larger bring new and interesting
families into the community, but
alas they also necessitate leavetaking by those who have become
entrenched in our lives and in our
hearts.
Such is the sadness that is being
witnessed rfi the communities right
now by the transfers of George and
Pat Albritton, Dick and Lois Lindberg and Thayer and Nita Bruce.
Each of the families has found a
special niche in the affection of the
community, for each has even
Its best talents and interests to the civic, social, cultural
and religious life of our twin cities.
All three of the families are being transferred to the Ferry-Mone
Plant location in Mountain View,
California. Their departures are
spaced during the summer, which
Is good for all of us—a lot of sadness a little at a time.
Each family will leave its individual and hard to fill void in some
mighty important activities in
these twin cities. George Albritton
has been an active member of the
Lion's Club and a lot of other or-

A total of 50 units are being constructed. Half are in Westwood, 10
in Eastwood, and 15 in Oak
Heights. Full occupancy is expected by March 15.
Some of the units are singlesome are
family residences
e• size from
duplexes. They r
ms per unit.
one to five
ck and four
Three shades of
being used.
shades of roofing
ts is slightly
Work on Oak
that on the
more advanced
k siding is
other two areas.
several of the
now being added

IN PAGEANT
Jane Edwards, daughter of Mrs.
C. D. Edwards, represented Fulton
in the Miss Kentucky beauty pageant in Louisville Saturday night.
TICKETS AVAILABLE

The Banana Capital of the World will send students
to the Banana Crossroads of Am.erica and in the course
of the visits prove that bananas can be a common de'nominator in proving the coincidence of interest that lies
between America and those Latin-American neighbors
to the south of us.
The Operation Amigo program which brings Latin
American students to the United States for two-week
visits has chosen the occasion of the Third International
Banana Festival to bring 20 students from Ecuador to
observe democratic processes at work. In addition,
Ecuador's 1965 official reigning beauty queen, Miss PaTIREVA LOU HEDGE
tricia Ballesteros, will accompany the students and be a
guest participant in the annual beauty pageant to be
held in connection with the Festival.(Photo, front page
second section.)
The students coming under the auspices of the
Operation Amigo program will come from Quito and
Guayaquil, the latter city being known as the -Banana
been
has
Hedge
Capital of the World. The students will arrive in Miami
Miss Treva Lou
selected to represent Radio Station about September 18 and come on to Fulton on Sunday,
WFU"L and the Felton-South Fultoe
19. All expenses incident to their travel from
area in the Kentucky State Fair September
contest in September, Kenneth Z. Ecuador to Miami will be borne by Operation Amigo,
Turner, general manager of WFUL, Inc., a non-profit Florida corporation formed by some of
has announced.
America's largest newspapers, foundations, and private
The contest will be held at the business enterprises.
State Fairgrounds in Louisville on
The Paducah Sun-Democrat has joined the Fulton
Tuesday, September 14, and will
be broadcast by WFUL and a state- newspapers in sponsoring Operation Amigo at the Bawide network of stations. Broad- nana Festival. Frank Paxton, publisher of the paper, excast time will be 1:00 to 2:30 p. m.,
pressed his deep interest in the program and is enthuslocal time.
in his efforts to assist Festival officials in the uniastic
reThe winner in the contest will
ceive a round-trip to Plorida by dertaking.

WFUL Names
Miss Hedge
Fair Entry

jet, a two weeks vacation, a plaque
and $150 in cash. Second prize is
$150 and a plaque, while the third
place winner will receive $100 and
a plaque.
Miss Hedge is the 18-year-old
of Mr. and Mrs. Smith
daughter
GROCERY ADS
Taylor and is a junior at South
IN TODAY'S PAPER:
Fulton High School. She is a voice
student of Mrs. Nelson Tripp, who
AAP . . . page I, this section
will accompany her to Louisville,
BIG VALU .. . page 7, second
along with Mr. and Mrs. Turner
section
E. W. JAMES it SONS. .. page from WFUL.
Treva Lou has presented singing
5 second section
programs before civic clubs in the
PIGGLY-WIGGLY .. . page 3
(continued on page eight)
second section

Tickets for University of Tennessee games played in Memphis
will be available in Union City at
the First Federal Savings and Loan
Association.

H. Stuart Morrison, director of
Operation Amigo revealed that Fulton is the smallest city ever selected for participation in the international goodwill program. In confirming all negotiations for the
student visitation program, Mr.
Morrison said:
"Like Operation Amigo your exciting Banana Festival Is a daring
experiment that has resulted in an
established program to extend a
personal opportunity for tomorrow's Latin-American leaders to
get a first hand view of how we

\MI*

live and prosper under a sestem
devoted not to revolution brit to
democratic evolution.
"The tremendous strides made
by your communities in staging the
Banana Festival with its significant
theme, Project-Unite Us, hat made
a lasting impression in LatinAmerican diplomatic circles and
bids well to become instrumental
In affecting the course of our nation in the hemisphere.
"Yet the thing that intrigues us
about the Banana Festival is that

It combines gayety with dignity
while performing as diplomats in
the best tradition of the corps."
Louisvilb, Memphis, lian Franarc"Sleeps's, Denver and Detroit
atie aging cities where Operation
Amigo has visited.
Operation Amigo was conceived
by the Miami Herald in lea, and
has since become a non-profit, national organisation with the support
of the Copley Newspapers, the
Knight Newspapers, Scripps-Howard Newspapers and the Hearst
Newspapers and other newspapers
and business organizations throng'sout the country.
The program brings students
from the Latin American countries
to the United States to observe
democratic processes at work.
During their two-week visits, the
students live in the homes of
American youngsters, attend school
with them and tour government offices.
"In the past, Americans have left
the difficult task of diplomacy solely to the government," Morrison
said. "Operation Amigo has opened
up a new opportunity for us to
practice diplomacy on a personal
basis."
Morrison said- that Operation
Amigo has been successful in marshalling support from the students
in behalf of freedom and its institutions against a barrage of
Communist propaganda in their
countries.
Gov. Fannin of Arizona, who was
a businessman in Mexico several
years, noted that the exchange was
a two-way street. "We get as much
from them as they get from us,"
he said.
In addition to the students being
sent here under the sponsorship of
Operation Amigo, other students
will come from: Colegio American°
de Quito, Quito, Ecuador; The
American Schell, Guatemala City,
Guatemala; Caleb Selivar, Cali,
Colombia; Hecilek Heternacional
Sampedrana, San Pedro Sula, Honduras; Soeiedad Escuela Jorge
(oonftsined on pave even

Reporter Travels Mexico Where Guides Must Fear To Tread
By Wayne Anderson
First in a series
When I was a senior in high
school, a girl was telling an interested class of mine that she had
just gotten a letter from her army
boy friend in Germany. "How does
he like it?" we all asked eagerly.
To our surprise she said, "Oh he
just hates it; he can't stand anything about it." The reason? Very
simple: "Because its different."
And he had only been there three
days!
I, like most of us, like distant
places, and more than any other
reason simply because they really

are different. To me the most enjoyable thing about foreign travel
Is being able to immerse myself
to the chin in all that strange, exciting newness and difference.
That is exactly what I and a German friend from Tulane did for
most of last month. We covered
about 8,000 miles in Mexico without tours, guides, hotels and restaurants catering to Americans, or
even the cultural insulation of a
companion of the same nationality.
I will have to admit, however,
that we did have a copy of a guide
book written in 111118.
As students, we both had to make

the trip on an extremely tight budget, and, fortunately, there are few
better places to do it. The most we
ever had to spend for a decent
hotel room was two dollars apiece
in Mexico City. Prices are high
there.
The cheapest was a little mountaintop lodge with cleanliness, good
beds, a wonderful view, and charming atmosphere. Price per person?
Forty cents. It is true that the bathroom was across the patio, the
water had only one temperature,
and the lights were cut off at 10:00.
But they gave us a candle. That
added even more to the charm of

the place, and anyway, what do
you want for forty cents?
Before I give the impression that
even a suite in the Hilton would
be possible for the average human
being, one thing needs explaining.
If you go where all the other
Americans go you pay American
prices and get American comforts.
Such things nre there if you want
to feel at home, but if you want to
really know you are abroad stay at
the hotels the average Mexicali
tourists use.
We always looked for the old
turn-of-the-century places. As a
rule they are located right on the

town or city plaza, the center of
everything in a country where people enjoy gathering to stroll, talk,
flirt, and sit without the supposed
benefits of air conditioning and television.
Most of these hotels are as elegant as anything Hollywood dreams
up. In such a selling you hardly
notice that theirs& and pillows are
frequently bad, that the bathroom
fixtures are, shall we say, quaint,
and that neither
nor hot water have yet been invented.
After a day or two of changing
(CONtilltilell on page eight)

Botched Up, Amateurish Probe Of Pinball Affair
Should Remind Breathitt ABC Needs Overhaul
News reports coming out of
Frankfort, Kentucky this past weektnd indicated that Governor Breathitt
thinks the State botched the probe of
alleged pinball operations in Jefferson County. The remark was made in
connection with a political who-dunit
charging Jefferson County Judge
Marlow Cook with being in attendance at a meeting purportedly held
by certain representatives of the
liquor industry to plan to solicit
funds for pinball machine interests.
There's no need to go into much
detail about the incident, because the
whole affair reminds us of some slapstick TV situation into which Andy
Griffin's inept deputy gets involved.
Anyway an agent of Kentucky's Alcoholic Beverage Board reported at the
beginning of the fiasco that Judge
Cook was at a meeting at a restaurant
called the Back Door, of all things, to
join in raising a sizeable amount of
money to either promote the pinball
industry, or to fight Governor Breathitt's crusade against them.
At a hearing to investigate the
alleged meeting ABC board attorney
Frank Dailey comes forth and admits,
under questioning by the defense,
that he had no proof that Judge Cook
was present when pinball funds,were
discussed and sought. An administration source said Breathitt was furious
at what the governor regards as a
botched legal job for the State. The
source said that Breathitt is angry at
being cast in the role of a mistaken
zealot who had his facts fouled up in
the anti-pinball crusade.
We regret that Governor Breathitt was embarrassed and humiliated
as a result of the misinformation
given him by his ABC board agents.
We regret even more the fact that
Breathitt found out, at the expense
of damage to his integrity, that the
Kentucky Alcoholic Beverage Board
is long overdue for a complete overhaul in the administrative procedures
of this very important department of
State government.
We hope that the Jefferson County pinball-liquor industry incident
will jar the leaders of the liquor industry in Kentucky into realizing that
many more fumbles by the ABC
board will eventually cast this legal,
lucrative, and heavy tax-paying industry into an image of ill repute
from which it can never recover.
Like smoking, people don't have
to consume alcoholic beverages unless they want to. But unlike the tobacco industry, which is also a highly
remunerative one for Kentucky, the
liquor industry somehow continues
to tolerate the castigations imposed
upon it by do-gooders, inefficient
field agents hired to administer its
regulations, and by nefarious political
_leaders who traffic in the sale of
liquor licenses to a notorious degree.
It is beyond our comprehension
to understand why the liquor industry
appears reluctant to demand that
Kentucky up-grade its standards of
control and administration of its industry. In sharp contrast to the coal
industry, which is constantly waging
a battle to maintain,its status quo of
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operation, the liquor industry permits
its public image to be down-graded
at every turn because the regulations
controlling the industry are in the
hands of administrators whose record
of performance is much less than distinguished.
Last week a high level spokesman for the Tennessee Alcoholic Beverage Commission told this newspaper that large scale bootlegging
operations on the Kentucky-Tennessee border have reached a point of
alarming concern to Tennessee.
That's not all, in certain Kentucky
"dry" counties in the Fulton vicinity,
some bootleg whiskey operations are
so open and flagrant that it is almost
laughable. Yet ABC field agents contend they see no evil, hear no evil,
and certainly report no evil.
The crack-down by the Tennessee ABC Commission would not have
been necessary had Kentucky taken
the smallest precaution to adher to
its lawful regulations. Opening an office in Union City, which in effect, is
to police Kentucky's liquor laws,
certainly makes Kentucky's ABC
board look more than ridiculous. In
addition to the unfavorable publicity
our towns have received as a result
of Tennessee's action, it is surely going to have a harmful effect on those
liquor dealers who will lose "by-thebottle sales," because of the fear on
the part of tourists and South Fulton,
Tennessee residents to get apprehended for possessing even the smallest
amount of non-Tennessee tax paid
whiskey.
The story concerning the crackdown on large scale bootleg operations originating in Fulton County
first appeared in the Union City Daily
Messenger. In following up on the
story this newspaper published remarks made by the Tennessee ABC
commissioner, who was emphatic in
his intent to halt the growing proportions to which bootlegging has grown
in this area.
Yet a field agent for the Kentucky ABC Board has said that the
Tennessee action "won't amount to
much." Which means in effect, that
administering the regulations set
down for the liquor industry in Kentucky will be handled in the same
sloppy manner, letting one or two
high lords of liquor traffic make the
rules, establish the modus operandi,
and even dictate to the bootleggers as
to where they will buy their whiskey.
It is a sad commentary on the
whole miserable operation that the
little merchant, who knows nothing
of, and cares little about merchandising thinks that the sale of alcoholic
beverages here reflects the pace of
our economy. People shop where the
prices are right and the merchandise
is good and couldn't care less about
what keeps the wheels of industry
rolling.
We hope Governor Breathitt
stays in his state of fury long enough
to get the message that his ABC
board ought to learn the A. B. C's of
liquor law administration. Thus far
some of the administrators and field
agents have flunked even the most
elementary courses. Unless the liquor
industry does some cramming to put
into motion a good public relations
program for itself, an irate population
is someday going to remove the industry from the state's industrial and economic curricula.
We stand to lose a good deal of
advertising revenue and other business if anything should happen to
close up the alcoholic beverage industry in Fulton or Kentucky. Yet we
are not going to have this revenue
dictate to our news columns. We want
you to know that we're getting mighty
weary of having the good name of our
community banded around in the
state-wide news media as being lawless and indifferent to the disgrace
perpetrated on us by some arrogant
liquor dealers.
It's like the old saying . . . one
bad apple in the barrel can ruin them
all. Shall we stand by and let this
happen?

Page 3

STRICTLY BUSINESS by N4ess•thrs

LET'S LOOK
IT OVER
By GEM Edward T.Breathitt

Lett
Editor
Fulton C.
Fulton,
Dear Sir:

Frankfort—

"That letter doesn't say the firm thinks you're deins
wonders, Argyle — It wonders. what you're doing."

July MI, 1945
U. Howard Campbell, of Cayce,
will be the guest speaker at the Internationl Day Program and county wide homemakers' picnic on Friday, July 27, to be held at Sylvan
Shade School. .All homemakers,
their families and friends are invited to attend. A picnic lunch will
be spread on the lawn. Each family is to bring a basket lunch.
July 17 a lamb pool sale was
held in Puna) by the Fulton Cooperative Association with 371
lambs selling during the day. Tops
brought $15.50 and seconds $14.50.
Plans are complete for the regular quarterly meeting of the Weakley County Farm Bureau group to
be hidden St campus of U. C. M.
B. on Friday, July 27. Barbecue,
cold drinks and ice cream will be
served to theie who attend.
Front page ad: LOST- MY
ITTLE AS LAZIEST MAN IN
TOWN. Some scoandrel Je Nake
malty-rich, sweetsa-p-nut GrapeNuts on my doorstep and I couldn't
resist 'ern. Darn It- they're given
me so much energy I have to go
to work! Editor.
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Smith
Atkins enjoyed a delightful supper at their home Sunday, July 15:
The occasion was given for the
Atkins-Reams wedding party after
a rehearsal at the Methodist
Church Sunday afternoon. The
bridal couple, Miss Carolyn Atkins
and Mr. Charles Reams, led the
guests to the dining room where a
delightful buffet supper was served. Guests included: Mr. and Mrs.
C. L. Maddox, Rev. and Mrs. W. E.
Mischke, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Thompson, Miss Ruth Fields, Miss
Margaret Nell Brady, Mr. and Mrs.

Maxwell McDade, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Cloys, Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. Horace
Reams, Master Tommy and Miss
Eva Po Reams, Mr. and Mrs.
Warren Graham, J. 0. Lewis, Kr.
and Mrs. Warren Thompson, Miss
Jean Atkins, Jerry Alklfl,and the
bridal couple.
Miss Imogene Evans, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Evans, of
Route 4, Fulton, was married to
Pvt. James M. Phillips, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Phillips of Route 1,
Fulton, on July 4. The ceremony
was performed in Biloxi, Miss., in
the home of Chaplain Abraham
Wright. Pvt. Phillips is stationed at
Keesler Field, Miss.
From Fulton, Route 3: Mr, and
Mrs. C. D. Williams moved home
Monday night. They are very much
at home, having five pigs, one
cow, a hen and six little chickens.
Mrs. Carnell Headley and Miss
Louise Sewastika left for New York
Friday, after spending a very pleasant vacation with relatives and
friends.
From Pilot Oak. Mr. and Mrs.
Oakley Suiter entertained fortythree at a noon dinner July 16.
Rev. Lloyd Novel is conducting revival services here morning and
evening, and we are having a good
old-fashioned religious meeting.
Everyone enjoyed Mr. and Mrs.
Suiter's hospitality.
From Latham: Mrs. Em Griffin,
Mignon Morrison and Madge Cummings entertained Dale Cummings
and a group of his friends to celebrate his eleventh birthday July
17. Pimento cheese sandwiches and
cold drinks, angel food cake and
pickles were served. Dale received
many nice gifts.

For Better Urban-Rural Relations
About the closest contact suburban dwellers have with farming
these days is the supermarket.
There are fewer and fewer people
who can claim that their fathers or
grandfathers were farmers. All of
this weakens the ties between city
and country dwellers and lessens
the understanding of agriculture
and its role in our economy.
In recent years, civ1l. clubs, agribusiness groups and farm organizations have cooperated in sponsoring an annual national Farm-City
Week that has contributed greatly
to better relationships between
rural and urban areas.
This month marked another significant development in "operation
understanding." It was the opening June 12 of the Agricultural Hall
of Fame and National Agricultural
Center, 12 miles west of Kansas
City, Missouri, at the Kansas Turnpike and Bonner Springs, Kansas,
intercharge.
Here on a gently rolling site of
275 acres, the first building was
formally opened and the ceremony
drew national farm business, and
agricultural education leaders from
all parts of the United States.
This agricultural center is designed to focus national attention
on the role of agriculture in America. It is essentially a living memorial and a year round show place
for agriculture and related industry. It is not a musty museum concerned only with the old days, but
Is designed to tell the story of agriculture past. present and future.
Acquisition of the land and construction of the first building was
made possible through 14,000 voluntary subscriptions from farmers
and ranchers as well as other in-

dividuals, industries and organizations.
Adjacent to the Hall of Fame
site, the Wyandotte County, Kansas, Park Board has developed a
350-acre park, and the State of
Kansas has acquired 70 acres located between the site and the
Kansas Turnpike for improvement
and development of the area. The
Kansas state legislature is also considering establishing an experimental farm in the area
The Wyandotte Park was conceived primarily as a buffer zone
for the adjacent Hall of Fame to
prevent commercialization of the
area.
First Hall, as the initial building
on the site is designated, is one of
the 10 buildings planned as part of
the complex. On the planning board
are a Hall of States, a small auditorium to seat about 800 people, a
historical agricultural library, a research and futuristic hall, a hall of
industry, a livestock hall, farm
machinery and equipment building,
etc. There also will be a children's
farm, operational rural village,
horticulture, forestry and crop
plots, and livestock,
The land, improvements and
First Hall are all paid for and free
of debt, and represent an investment of more than $400,000. Next
goal is to raise voluntary contributions for operating capital and remaining buildings. Judging troth
the enthusiasm of the several
thousand at the formal opening
weekend, the goal will be met
through local, county and state
campaigns throughout America.
Policies under which the non-profit
Hall of Fame and National Center
operate are made by a board of
governors numbering 169, with
representatives from each of the 50
states and Puerto Rico.

the coal. This would eliminate deep
pits and valleys that hold acid water.
The inspection trips proved to
me that it is vitally important that
the State act with responsibility in
the whole area of strip and auger
mining to protect the rights of the
citizens of today as well as those
of tomorrow. It is increasingly apparent that further action will be
necessary at the 111611 Legislature.
My determination to esathas to
work for a Federal strip mining
law was also strengthened by the
inspection trips. Because some
states have no laws or lax laws,
Kentucky's coal firma, operating
under 'grid laws, are at a competitive disadvantage.
I have asked the Tennessee Valley Authority, as well as private
utilities to pay Kentucky producers
a higher price for the coal they
use, to help bear the cost of reclaiming the land so severely damaged by strip mine operations.
My thanks go out to all who have
supported me and continue to support me in these efforts to save
our land.

One of the bask pledges in the
platform on which I ran for Governor two years ago was to promote
the conservation of Kentucky's natural resources.
The hard looks I have just taken
at strip mine operations in both
Eastern and Western Kentucky
prompt me to broaden that pledge.
I have instigated action to try to
relieve the sorry situation in which
the owners of surface land in Eastern Kentucky find themselves because of the so-called broad form,
or long-form deeds to mineral
rights.
The Courts have held the mineral-rights deeds, drawn up 50 or
more years ago, give their owners
the power to strip the surface of
the land to get out the coal beneath
despite the protests of owners of
the surface who may be ruined in
the process.
In furtherance of my determination to alleviate this situation, if at
all possible, I have asked the Attorney General to intervene is a
Knott County court case to test
again at length the legality of the
PICNIC SIT
long-form deeds.
City Chapter of the
Fulton
The
from
lawyer
a
assigned
I have
Star will hold
Eastern
the
of
Order
my office to assist in the suit, outMorris picnic at the
side counsel wM be hired if neces- Its annual Rob
at 6:30 Aug. 30.
sary, and we are prepared to go City Park
Court
even to the U. S. Supreme
for a final interpretation.
WE BUY,
In the Knott County case, 19 land
SELL and TRADE
owners were enjoined from interfering with mining operations
which they said caused silt, stone
and other debris to wash onto their
property.
The landowners asked the court
through their attorney to dissolve New and Used Shotguns.
the restraining order and to declare
the land off-limits to the coal oper- Pistols. Rifles
ators on the grounds that the old
Leader Sporting Goods
long-form deeds should not apply
MOMS US
414
LA1113 IT.
Strip
mining.
auger
and
to strip
arid auger mining were unknown
when most of the deeds were written.
ELLIS PARE RACES
As a result of my tour of the
strip and auger mining section of
3s • DAY SUMMER MEETING
Eastern Kentucky, I have directed
the Department of Natural Resour- I Races Daily en Saturday &
Labor Day
ces to adopt regulations aimed at
solving tbe problem* caused by
Rabe or Shine
mining on steep slopes and other
Midway between
practices which result in damage Track Located
and HendeeInd.,
Evansville,
and
to homes, streams, wildlife
son, Ky.
vegetation.
on U. S. Highway Ne. 41
was pleased to note on my trip
POST TIME: 2:111 P. ht-,
to Western Kentucky that worthC. D. S. T.
while reclamation work had been
done under provisions of the stripNo Chants For Parking
mine law passed by the 1964 GenNow Air Conditioned Club House
eral Assembly.
It was apparent, however, that
James C. Ellis Park
we have not done all we must do,
Operated By
a
ordered
I
mind
in
that
and with
new regulation that will require DADS PARK JOCKEY CLUB,
INC.
flattening into rolling terrain the
hills of earth stripped off to get at denewwannumuunaueuumeneasun
,
.a.11111•1111.41
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ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR
VOX TOM

• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
FARM LOANS
al MAIN STREET
OFFICE PHONE 472-1311
MILTON, KRNTI7CMY

Ou the highest rate an your savings at
Security Federal Savings and Loan Ass.'
elation at 124 East Center Street in Sikeston,
Missouri. Savings are insured up to $10,1160
by the Federal Savings & Loan Insurance
Corporation — an agency of the Federal
Government. Your savings immediately
available.

421
Current Dividend
On
Insured Savings

SAVINGS added by the leik
EARN DIVIDENDS FROM THE ht
LET'S GET
ACQUAINTED
Write today for additional information
and financial statement, or you may
send your check or
money order to open
your account, and
this coupon.

Mr. James M. Bealrd, Manager
Security Federal Savings & Loan Assn.
134 East Center St. Sikeston, Mo. Send
your wawal report and Information is
Nam*
Address
City
State
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Letters To Editor

My most recent contact was a
long distance call from San FranI had the opportunity to read cisco. This occurred several years
from the column "Jottings From ago and he simply said "This is
Jo's Notebook' the article about Smith Atkins and I wanted to say
the sad death of Smith Atkins.
'hello'!"
This article made an everlasting
Naturally during the past forty
impression because so many things years I have been associated with
were said that I would like to have all kinds of people in all walks of
said about Smith, hence this letter life, but I can say very honestly
to you.
that I have seen just two or three
match his good
It was my good luck to have people who could
but I have never
worked for Smith as a high school brain capacity,
person to match his
boy in a business known as "West met another
friendship.
for
capacity
Kentucky Finance Company" and
as his assistant the two of us
Like you I am glad I knew him,
cleand up the office, taking turns but many, many times have rewashing out the spittoons, kept gretted that circumstances separatbooks and made collections in the ed us.
entire area between Fulton and
That is why your article has
Greenfield, Tennessee. These were
lean peression years, but our lit- made such a deep impression on
tle company always made money me. It belongs in Reader's Digest
for its stockholders under Smith's under their "Most Unforgetable
I Ever Met"; if you agree perguidance.
haps I could be of assistance in
I left Smith in September of 1926, getting it there.
If memory serves me correctly, to
The lady who wrote so wonderfulattend college on a scholarship
which be arranged for me, and ly about Smith must be a lovely
that ended our association except person too.
for infrequent, occasional brief
Very truly yours,
visits, but there was never any
question about a strong bond of
Harrison Scates
friendship which existed between
the two of us. We never corresponded and sometimes many, many
years would elapse between visits,
but there was never any question Dear Jo:
about the depth of the friendship.
Your idea about Adlai Stevenson
I always knew immediately on
these infrequent contacts that my is superb, if you can get him. I had
old friend was the same humble, such an enormous number of inloyal smalltown guy who taught
through my hands
me so much, "baled" me out of a vitations filter
I ceased extending
ago,
years
that,
few teenage jams, worked my tail
them. I felt that, in fairness to the
one extending the invitation, it
would be better to go from the
of
Hallline
'Complete
person or the organization direct
mark cards, tallies and rather than to be one of the large
number that kept coming through
playing cards
me. Consequently, I would suggest
'Gifts in colored
that you write to him direct and
ne refer him to Averell Harriman as
ware, brass, Gol ttsa
one who was there only last year.
and milkglass

'Pepperite printed stationery, railing cards
and notes
'Picture frames
'Permanent flower arrangements
'Fresh-cut flower arrangements
'Corsages and pillow
corsages
'Wedding flowers a specialty
'Artistic funeral sxrangements

Sail's Floral Shoppe
Phone 472-1577
Carr at Commercial

One problem about MU!, of
course, is that world events frequently make him unavailable at
the last minute even on engagements that he has accepted some
time before. Obviously, you can refer him to iniNs well as to Averell
for information about the Banana
Festival and I will be glad to help.
I do not had forth any particular
encouragement as I know the
enormous number of invitations he
receives but then, on the other
hand, it just might be one that
would strike him as appropriate at
this particular time.
Best of hick.
Cordially,
Wilson W. Wyatt
Mrs. Paul Westpheling
P.O. Box 307
Fulton, Kentucky 43041
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The members of Fulton High
School's class of 11143 held their
first reunion July 10 with 22 former
classmates attending. Of the original 50 graduates two are deceased
and the others were unable to attend.
A special 22nd anniversary edition of the old high school newspaper, "The Bulldog," was edited
by Jean Atkins Sensing to record
the event and the current activities
of all the members of the class.
During the afternoon an informal
gathering at the Park Terrace
started a day of renewing friendship; that lasted until early in the
morning.
The wives, husbands, and teachers of the class members were included for a smorgasbord dinner in
the evening. The dinning room was
decorated with the school colors,
royal blue and white.
J. 0. Lewis, who was superintendent of schools in 1943, opened
the evening program with an invocation, Billy Gore, senior president,
welcomed the class members and
their guests, and J. T. Cavendar,

end
ma

When they build their real homes,
we'll be here to help them with home loans.
If you need a home loan now,
talk it over with us today.
We are home loan specialists.

FIRST FEDERAL
SiV1NGS AND 11,0,1N ASSOULVEION
Fulton,
211 11ain

the class vice president, responded. courtesy of Gardner's studio.
Attending the banquet were
Charles and Jane Heithcock Copeland of Martin; Charles and Marjorie Dawes Pennington and J. D.
and Gladys Eaves Simpson of Fulton; Darter and Jeanne Brown
Going back to their eighth-grade White of Centralia, Ill.; Patsy Mcgraduation, Sonny Puckett read the Clelland Winstead of Memphis;
class prophecy and Fred Winter Jean Atkins Sensing of Fulton;
the class will.
Joe and Hazel Meacham Cowin a
After the formal program the Murray; Donald and Betty Jear.
class members were asked to in- Shupe Purvis of Memphis; FosteY
troduce their wives or husbands and Mary Nelle Winston Terrell of
and to give a brief sketch of their Rockville, Md.; Jody Armstrong of
businesses or professions and the Tulsa, Okla.; Fred Winter of Vircomposition of their families.
ginia Beach, Va.; Billy and Ann
Moore, and
It was decided to hold another Gore, Jack and Martha
Puckett of Fulton;
reunion in July 1968 to mark the Sonny and Vada
class' 25th anniversary and to hold
Charles and Mary Tyner, Marothers at five-year intervals.
tin; J. T. and Marge Cavender,
Glen 'Tate" and
Singing of the Fulton High alma Kettering, Ohio;
San Francisco;
Crawford,
Dotty
meter closed the program.
Billy and Beverly Hagan, Fulton;
Door prizes, gifts, and flowers Jennings and Shirley Kearby, Jefwere donated by the Park Terrace fersonville, Ky.; Eugene and Sue
Gift Shop, Billy and Ann's Flower Lynch, Memphis; Charles and
Shop, and Tyner's Jewelers, all Phyllis Pigue, Wheaton, Ill.; and
owned by class members. A re- John and Mary Catherine Hancock,
union picture was made through the Fulton.

W. L. Holland, principal of Fulton
High in 1943, introduced faculty
members who taught the class, and
Mrs. Jean Sensing presented them
with gifts.

Double Ring Ceremony Unites
Miss Bard, Mr. Elliott Sunday
On Sunday afternoon, July 4, at 2:30 o'clock in the
afternoon, the Mt. Zion Cumberland Presbyterian
Church was the scene of a most impressive double ring
wedding ceremony. Miss Phyllis Ann Bard, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Bard of Water Valley, Route 1,
and Mr. Calvin Elliott, son of Mr. and Mrs. Gene Elliott
of Fulton, Route 2, were united in marriage by the Rev.
Frank Blain, pastor of the church.
The church altar was beautifully
Joyce Binford and Ann Henderson,
decorated. The central arrangeall lovely in pink lace and sheer
ment was an archway entwined summer fabrics. Miss Binford, orwith greenery, and topping the ganist, wore a robin's egg blue
archway were two white and silver
dress, with velvet bow of matching
bells tied with white satin bows. color in her hair. Mrs. Rhodes, the
Immediately behind the archway pianist, wore a yellow cotton dress.
and above the bells was a tall
Following the reception, the
silver candelabra with white candles, flanked on either side by tall couple left on a short honeymoon.
with
tapers and baskets of white gladi- They will make their home
oli. White satin bows marked the the bride's parents for the present.
ends of the pews.
Preceding the nuptials, Mrs.
Bobby Gene Rhodes at the piano
and Miss Julie Binford at the organ
played "The Sweetest Story Ever
Told" and "Melody of Love." Mrs.
The News takes pleasure in wishJimmie Green sang "Because," ac- ing "Happy Birthday" to the folcompanied by the piano and organ. lowing friends:
Mrs. Rhodes and Miss Binford
July 23: Denise Barnes, Mrs.
then played "0 Perfect Love" and
Counce, Dewey Johnson,
Milton
Mrs. Green sang "Whither Thou
Jim King, Wayne Moss; July 24:
Goest I Will Go." "The Lord's
Gary Bennett, Mrs. Joe C. JohnsPrayer" was beautifully and imJoe Royce Lowe, Carl Puckton,
pressively rendered to conclude the
ett, Sr., Mrs. Johnny Sharp, Mrs.
pre-nuptial music and the traditionWard; July 25: Rebia Haral processional and recessional Joy V.
Lee Heath, Pat HollaJames
ris,
marches were played.
day, C. F. Pennington, Sr., July
marriin
The petite bride, given
26: Eugene Bard, Larry Carter,
age by her father, was lovely in a Jennifer Moss;
street length dress of white chiffon
July 27: Gayle Bushart, Mrs. Huwith a lace jacket, with elbow
Bynum, Ginger Gilbert, John
bert
length sleeves. Her shoulderMrs. John Schwardt,
length veil of imported illusion fell Paul Johnson,
Bruce Ward; July
Sharp,
Johnny
of
band
tiny
gracefully from a
Dr. Joe HarStone,
B.
T.
Rev.
26:
white satin and securing the band
Hopkins, Janice
was a white satin rose and tiny pole, Dorothy
Grady Archie; July 29:
buds. She carried a white Bible Smith,
Andrews, Brenda Sams,
Charles
two cymbidium
with
topped
Jerry Thompson.
orchids, showered with stephanotis Wick Smith,
and love knots.
Mrs. Nicky McClanahan of ClinTEACHERS CLASS
ton, Kentucky, maid of honor, was
Mrs. Barbara Stow is conducting
lovely in a rose colored lace dress a class in the teaching of the Bible
over satin and her tiny veil match- Sunday evenings at 5 at South Fuled her dress. She wore a corsage ton Baptist Church. The purpose
of white carnations.
of the classes is to train Sunday
Rev. John Shepherd of Tipton- School teachers.
vile, Tennessee, served as best
man, and ushers were Don Russell
Green and David Webb.
Mrs- Bard, mother of the bride,
THEATRE
who has been confined in the hosBetween Martin & Union City
pital for several weeks, was able
to attend her daughter's wedding and was lovely in a mint green Tuesday - Wednesday, July 20-21
convalescent ensemble. Her corDouble Feature
sage was a pink cymbidium orchid.
Starts at 8:22
For her son's wedding Mrs. ElJeff Chandler - Jean Crain
liott chose an attractive floral print
THE TATTERED DRESS
of American beauty crepe, with hat
and at 10:30
and accessories to match. Her
Anthony Perkins-Vera Miles
shoulder corsage was a white cymPSYCHO
bidium orchid.
Thursday - Friday 22 - 23
A recreation was held In the
Double Feature
church basement immediately folStarts at 8:22
lowing the ceremony. Hostesses
Michiel Callan - Inger Stevens
were the ladies-of the church, headTHE NEW INTERNS
ed by Mrs. Frank Blain, the pasand at 10:35
tor's wife. The room was very atCHALK GARDEN
tractive with white gladioli and
Haley Mills - John Mills
greenery, interspersed with summer cut flowers, arranged to comSaturday, July 24
plement the receiving line.
Three Features
Miss Cathy Ann Elliott, sister of
Starts at 8:22
register.
the
at
the groom, presided
- Janice Rule
Brynner
Yul
She wore a creation of variegated INVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER
colors of American Beauty crepe,
and at 10:04
predominately blue, and her shouldMacMurray - Polly Bergen
Fred
er corsage was pink carnations.
KISSES FOR MY PRESIDENT'
The table was overlaid with a
then at 11:57
apcentral
lace tablecloth. The
ADVENTURE
ROME
pointment was a silver candelabra
with white candles, a three-tiered
Sunday- Monday, July 25-26
wedding cake topped with a miniaStarts at 8:22
ture bride and groom at one end of
Haley Mills Eli Wallach
the table and the crystal bowl serMOON SPINNERS
vice at the other end.
and at 10:31
Serving the cake were Misses
Tony Curtis-Suzannie Pleshette
Katie Walker and Joyce Stephens
40 POUNDS OF TROUBLE
and at the punch bowl were Misses

Happy Birthday

SUNSET DRIVE-IN

VO
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Members Of Fulton High Class Of 1943
Reunite on Twenty-Second Anniversary

off and gave the kind Of encouragement a youngster needs so badly
during that formative stage, and it
was always refreshing to see that
In spite of obvious success financially and otherwise he was always
the same sweet guy who thought
first of the other fellow.

FULTON HIGH'S CLASS OF 1943 mrt reeenHy for its first reunion. Seated (L to R) are Seem Puckett, Jean Atkins Sensing, Joanne Brown White, Jane Heitheock Copeland, Betty Shupe Purvis, Patsy McClelland Winstead, Gladys Eaves Simpson, Marjorie Dawes Pennington, Mary Philo Winston Terrell, and
Jennings Kearby. Standing (L to R) are Billy Raison, Billy Gore, Glen "Tate" Crawford, J. T. Cavender,
Charles Pigue, Charles Tyner, Jody Armstrong, Eugene Pip" Fred Winter, and John Hancock.
Photo ourtesy of Gardner's Studio.

Enjoy a carefree vacation!

the newest, most exciting place in Louisville
WEEKEND SPECIAL!
Friday A.M. ihru Sunday P.M.
Spacious room FOR TWO PERSONS . • . 3 days and 2 nights
PLUS $24 in delicious meals for
only $39 per couple, including
tax. Children under 12 FREE in
parents' room. Come as you are
• . . you're always welcome at
Stouffer's!

""•••

THE FINEST ACCOMMODATIONS
COLORFUL, UNIQUE DINING
300 handsomely appointed
Enjoy famous Stouffer food and
rooms and suites feature every
cocktails served in an old New
luxurious convenience including
Orleans atmosphere in three
bedside TV controls! Free parkbeautiful street level dining
ing, swimming pool, underwater
rooms . . . or try the inviting
music and free Sauna Baths.
"CUP AND STIRRUP," our roofMassage parlor ... barber shop
top restaurant and cocktail
... Grand ballroom ... meeting
lounge featuring late dining and
rooms . .. complete hospitality
a dramatic view of the city for
nightly.
to make your visit memorable.
miles around! Live music
Completely air-conditioned
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW: 582-2241

STOUFFER'S LOUISVILLE INN 120 West Broadway
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Cadet David Nanny
In ROTC Training

Freedom To Know Qears The Air!

SCHOOL BOARD OF EDUCATION

ACREAGE UP

PLAN OF COMPLIANCE WITH
Soybean acreage in Kentucky is
estimated at U8,000 acres — 10 TITLE VI OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS .7`
percent above last year. The first ACT OF 1964 FULTON CITY
forecast of soybean production will
(IND) BOARD OF EDUCATION,
be released August 10.
FULT'ON, KENTUCKY.
FULTON, KENTUCKY
The Fulton City (Ind) Board of
Education, Fulton, Kentucky in
meeting assembled this 19th day of
1965, adopted the following
July,
MALE HELP WANTED - Electrolux needs two men in Fulton plan of compliance with the 1964
area, to earn appronimately $85.00 Civil Rights Act:
per week to start. Write Electrolux I. FREEDOM OF CHOICE
Corporation, 111 South Sixth Street,
A...—Effective with the commencePaducah, Ky.
ment of the school year 1965-1966,
TV ANTENNAS: We install — all students in the public schools of
Trade-repair and move. Get our Fulton City Schools shall have freeprices. We service all makes TV. dom of choice, in the manner and
Phone 307. Roper Television.
through the medium hereinafter
stated, to attend any school in the
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ins- Fulton City School system, regardchine and electric floor polisher less of race, color or national orand electric vacuum cleaner. Ex- igin and enjoy the benefit of all
change Furniture Co.
services and facilities available at
said school. The freedom of choice
herein granted is granted to the
WE RENT - parent, or guardian of the pupil or
pupils involved, or to such person
Hospital beds
standing in loco parentis to such
pupil or pupils, and such freedom
beds
Baby
of choice is mandatory aninnitist be
Vacuum Cleaners
exercised at the time and in the
manner herein specified. Teachers,
Floor polishers
principals and other school personnel shall not be permitted to advise, recommend or otherwise inWADE FURN. CO.
fluence such decision. Nor, will
Phone 472-1501 Fulton,8,y. school personnel either favor or
penalize children because of the
choice made.
B.—In the event overcrowding results at a particular school from
the choices made, priority of asAll types of Insurance
signment shall be based solely on
proximity without regard to racial
SAVE! GET our
considerations.
C.—Those whose choices are rePACKAGE DEAL jected
because of overcrowding
will be notified and permitted to
"Covering Everylhalle
make an effective choice of a formerly Negro or formerly white
422 Lake St.
school.
Phone 472-3.5119
Fulton, Ky.
II. REGISTRATION

David Nanney, Jr., grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Nanney, Route
3, is attending the U. S. Sixty Army
ROW summer camp at Fort
Lewis, Wash..His home is in Palo
Alto, Calif.
Nanney is a 1965 graduate of
Stanford University. His father, a
former resident of Martin, is a
colonel in the Army and Professor
of Military Science and Tactics at
Stanford.
Active in the military marksmanship program, Cadet Nanney is
the recipient of the Walter Army
Society Marksmanship Award for
1964 and was a member of the
Stanford Rifle and Pistol Club.
He is one of 1,400 cadets from 46
colleges and universities in training at Ft. Lewis to qualify for a
commission as a second lieutenant
in the Army and expects an artillery assignment upon completion of
his training.

CLASSIFIED ADS
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State C of C
Adds Approval
To Bond Issue

Oilmen Stamp
Approval On
Bond Issue

The 9178 million bond issue to be
on the Kentucky ballot in November is the "best foreseeable
method" of meeting the immediate
requirements of the state's highway and certain school construction
programa.
This is the opinion of the Kentucky Petroleum Council, expressed here, today, by Thomas H.
A.—All pupils attending school in Macedon, executive director of the
the Fulton City school system dur- Council, at a meeting of the Fulton
ing the school year 1965-1966, shall County Petroleum Committee in
register for the school year 1965- Fulton Wednesday.
1966 by returning the registration
Federal funds for highway conforms to Mr. Charles Thomas,
Principal of Carr Elementary, dur struction could be magehed without
ing the week of August 9th through the $130, million diaignated for
13th, 1965. During such registration hinfrwarli in the bond Issue, but the
period it shaU be mandatory that "consequences of matching federal
the parent or guardian of the pupil funds out of present revenue would
registering to attend school during be a severe blow to Kentucky's
over-all highway program and a
the school year 1965-1966 exercise
setback to our economy," Mazethe choice granted in paragraph IA
don went on to say.
hereof.
By potting up PM Million KenB.—All pupils who will be six (6) tucky will get nearly $600 million
years of age on or before Decem- In federal funds for highway conber 31, 1966, and who intend to struction.
commence the first grade for the
school year 1965-1906, in the Fulton
City School system, shall by and
through their parent or guardian
or other person standing in loco
parentis, register at the school of
their choice during the week of
August 9th through the 19th, 19€3.
"The railroads are back in the
C.—Pupils transferring into the banga me."
Fulton City System for the school
That terse summing up of recent
year 1965-1966 who did not attend railroad eaperience comes from an
the
school in such system during
officer of the Association of Amerischool year 1964-1965 and who are can Railroads.
not commencing the first grade,
shall by and through their parent Last year the rails moved 42.9
:yr guardian or other person stand- percent of intercity freight for a
ing in loco parentis, register at the substantial increase after a steady
school of their choice on August decline from 1946 to 1960.
In 1930 the railroads moved 74
16th or 17th, 1965.
percent of intercity freight traffic
D.—In case of overcrowding, first and 66.6 percent in 1946 when the
preference in choice of schools will
be given to those pupils who register during August 9th through August 13th, 1965.

Directors of the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce, meeting recently
in Elizabethtown, endorsed the proposed $176-million bond issue to be
voted upon in the general election
in Kentucky next November.
The action was taken following
study of a report prepared for the
Kentucky Better Roads Council by
a special study committee, headed
by J. Stephen Watkins, Lexington.
The committee had been assigned
the responsibility of studying the
possible methods of financing Kentucky's highway construction and
modernization program to determine the method best for Kentucky
at this time.
At the same time, the KCC board
passed a resoletibn strongly recommending that no more revenue
bonds be issued beyond doom already committed for the building
of toll roads oi tail faces unless
feasibility at.ini show that such
projects would produce revenue
sufficient to provide for payments
for both principal and interest over
the life of the bonds.

Railroads Back In Ballgame,
Says RR Association Official

How to liven up
potato salad
Just mix it with Kroft Sandwich
Spread! Special perky relishes in a
creamy, meaty dreaming. Greet on
head lettuce, too. And it comae in a
handy new wide-mouth jar!

KRAFT

Sandwich Sp

E.—The choice made at the time
of registration as hereinabove set
out shall be binding for the school
year 1965-1966.
F.—The foregoing plan of registration will be followed annually,
except that registration for the
1966-1957 school year and each year
thereafter shall take place during
the last full calendar week of
April, Monday through Friday.
Note: Registration forms will be
mailed direct to parents of children involved.
..•=11110=11111111111MW

NOTICE
1965 Dog License were due July 1st.
All dogs6 months of age must have a license
Unless dogs are licensed. they will be picked up.
You may obtain license from Nemo Williams at
the Fulton Fire Department or at Sheriff's office in
Hickman.

Edd Clark, Dog Warden
Fulton County

The reversal of the industry's economic trend is attributed to aggressiveness, effectiveness of new
thinking, widespread modernization, and swifter and more dependable service.
Obsolete regulatory laws and
policies, designed for the days before highway and barge competition, are cited as the railroads most
serious problem. Congress is now
considering changes in these regulations.
slide began.

TVA Continues Development Plans
In Land Between The Lakes Area

The TVA expects to spend $9.9
million for continuing development
of the Land Between the Lakes
Recreation Area in the next year
officials have announced.
The cost includes land purchased
and construction of roads and
other facilities in the area between
Kentucky and Barkley Lakes. Congressional approval will be required before all the funds will be
available.
TVA has completed and opened
the Rushing Creek campground
and preliminary work has begun
on a Conservation Education Cen-

ter and on a second family campground in the area.
Barkley Lake is expected to reach
its normal winter level about the
first of the year.
About 130 men are now employed
on TVA projects in the Land Between the Lakes region.
The recreation area is one of a
dozen major TVA construction projects in various stages of design
and construction. The total cost
wiLl be about $100 million. Of this,
$117 million will be used to provide
additional power facilities to meet
the growing needs of the area.

UK'S MAIN CAMPUS
ENROLLMENT IS 3,1119

summer. What is learned in the
various classes will enable the participants to return to home communities to open training sessions
for handicapped children. According to Dr. Albert S. Levy, coordinator for special education in the
UK College of Education, a total
of $38,400 has been received from
different sources to pay for the
scholarships

Summer enrollment on the University of Kentucky campus at Lexington totals 3,819. This figure represents about 500 more than were
registered for last year's summer
session, and does not include those
persons who are attending or will
attend various seminars and short
courses throughout the summer
months. In addition, the UK community college system has an enrollment of 1,015, a gain of 434 over
the 1964 Jammer figure, when only
fi4e college* were in existence
SPECIAL EDUCATION
COURSES UNDER WAY
One hundred and twenty-five
persons have received stipends to
take special education courses at
the University of Kentucky this

We Need industrial Petit

!Parts For All Electric
Shaven Al:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

(Continued from Pule One)
"If he continues to divert attention of the public from the real
issues, taxes and the bond issue,
and if the opportunity (to call a
special session) was presented, I
would give it serious consideration."
Waterfield referred to Breathitt's
efforts to crack down on pinball
operations and to put more controls on strip-mines.
Breathitt was asked about a report earlier Tuesday that he might
call a special session this week to
convene later in the year.
The governor said his thinking
has not changed. He said the possibility of a special session "Is still
open." The governor delayed a
planned special session on school
financing legislation when the high
court's landmark tax decision was
renderrd.
Breathitt said be is conferring
with revenue officials almost daily
on the tax assessment question.

Bids Received
For Building
At UT Martin
The University of Tennessee has
received three bids for the construction of a student center at the
Martin Branch and plans to award
the contract in the immediate future.
The two-stiory, air-conditioned
center will contain a cafeteria,
kitchen and dining room, snack
bar, a lounge and auxiliary
lounges, game rooms, student
meeting rooms, activity rooms,
ballroom, book store, and post office.
Construction is expected to take
425 days. Yeats and Gaskill of
Memphis is the architect.
The prospective contractors and
their bids are Forcum-Lannon, Inc.
of Dyersburg, $1,451,29; McAdoo
Contractors, Inc. of Union City,
$1,465,2100; and Hugh G. Scudder of
Union City, $1,436,029.

Area Young People Working This
Summer Urged To Get SS Numbers
Area young people, 16-21 years
of age, who obtain summer jobs
through President Johnson's Youth
Opportunity Campaign should be
sure to obtain a social security account number card before they
start work if they do not already
have one, Charles Whitaker, social
security district manager in Paducah, said today.
Employers must know the youth's
account number so that the social
security contribution can be deducted from wages. This also insures that the boy or girl will receive social security credit for the
wages received, Whitaker continued.

The purpose of the nationwide
Youth Opportunity Campaign is to
find summer jobs for at least 500,000 of the estimated 2 million young
people who would otherwise be
looking for work with little hope
of finding it.
To accomplish this, the President
has asked that Federal, State, and
local governments and private employers join forces to create meaningful work opportunities for 16-21
year olds.
RETURN HOME

Mrs. Earllne Campbell and
daughter Patsy have returned to
their home in Detroit after visiting her brother John Verhine and
Boys and girls 16 to 21 years of other relatives.
age who do not have account number cards should stop in at or
write to the social security office,
We Need Industrial Park
located 112 South Tenth Street, Paducah, and fill out an application
for an account number. Youngsters
should show their social security
card to their employer.
The Social Security Administration is cooperating in the Youth
Opportunity Campaign by offering
summer employment to a number
of 1641 year old boys and girls in
several of its offices throughout the
ocuntry, as well as in its central
office in Baltimore, Maryland,
Whitaker stated.
Since all those selected to work
in social security offices are chosen
only from a special register maintained by the State Employment
Service office, Whitaker said that
youngsters should not apply for
work at the social security office.
Intone* Amin be directed to the
Eniniosenent Service office at Mayfield or Paducah.
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SCHEDULE REVISED
The Babe Ruth League schedule
has been revised as follows: Saturday (6:45 pm), Red Sox-Dodgers
and Tigers-Twins; Tuesday (4 pm),
Senators-Dodgers, and
TigersRed Sox; and Saturday, July 31
(6:45), Tigers-Dodgers and Senators-Twins. All games will be played at the Little League Park.

DUCK'S 24 HOUR

Mn

ALSO AVAILABLE IN 100 PROOF, BOTTLED IN BOND
HIRAM WALKER & SONS INC., PEORIA, ILLINOIS

Nights, Dial 472-1976

11111-111

For a delightful evening in a pleasant atmosphere dine by
candlelight at the

Park Terrace
and enjoy a three course dinner with a salad from our
new salad table
We are now serving our own delicious HOME MADE ROLLS
at -night. You will enjoy these new features at the
PARK TERRACE
After dinner to further your evenings entertainment browse
in our
ANTIQUE
&
GIFT,
HOME FURNISHINGS SHOP
There are many new and exciting gifts and accessories for
your home
Use our Lay-A-Way or Charge Account
Phone 479-2541
South Fulton, Tenn.
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DEATHS
Mrs. Julia C. Mashed

HOSPITAL NEWS

HOUSING—

(Continued From Paso Ono)
anteed by the ikderal Government.
The City of k'ulton created the
The following were patients in Commission as an independent
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday, agency and appoluks its members
but has no part in the financing of
July 21:
the Commission's projects.
The Fulton Municipal Housing
Commission was formed four years
JONES HOSPITAL
B. A. Frazier, Mrs. Henry Cli- ago with Horton Baird as the first
mer, Curtis Thurman, W. J. Shepherd, Mrs. Fannie O'Nan, Fulton;
Janie Cokharpe, Mrs. Warren
Bard, Water Valley; Mrs. Robert
Hopper, Cayce; Mrs. Neal Friekls,
Route 3, Martin; Bobby Newton,
Jackson, Tenn.

Mrs. Julia C. Milatead, Route 2,
Fulton, died in Jones Hospital on
July 14. She was the wife of L. E.
Milstead. She was 71 years of age.
Funeral services, in charge of
W. W. Jones and Sons at Martin,
were held in Johnson Grove Baptist Church on July 16. The officiating minister was Rev. Jack Rushing. Burial was in Johnson Grove
Cemetery.
Surviving, in addition to her husband, are ens son, H. L. Milstead
of Fulton; one brother, George
Claxton and one sister, Mrs. W. B.
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Henderson, both of Paris, TeamsMiss -Sarah Linton, Mrs. Louisa
Sea
Martinez, Mrs. Althea Stephens,
Harry Pittman, Mrs. Frances
Pierce, Mrs. Mary Faulkner, Betty
James Lather Brooks Hughes, Fulton; Jerry Walker,
Funeral services for James Lu- Dukedom; Mrs. Marion Butler,
ther Brooks were held in W. W. South Fulton; Mrs. Jackie Boyd,
Jones and Sons funeral chapel in Mrs. Wilson Outlaod, Water Valley.
Martin, on July 16, with Rev.
Thomas W. Pope officiating. Burial
FULTON HOSPITAL
was in East Side Cemetery at MarR. B. Sellars, Mrs. Georgia Hill,
tin.
Mrs. Martin Nall, Mary Horne,
Mr. Brooks died July 15. He was Mrs. Hattie Ford, 0. E. Haney,
98 years of age and had lived his Mrs. Franklin Hicks, Fulton; Mrs.
entire life in Weakley County. He Monies Oliver, Mrs. Calvin Evans,
was a retired farmer.
Rev. Wesley Richardson, Dorothy
Surviving are one son, Crawford Louris, Mrs. W. L. Carter, Mrs.
Brooks, Route 4, Martin; two dau- Jerry Warren, South Fulton; Mrs.
ghters, Mrs. H. H. Beale of Martin Thad Snow, Route 1, Fulton; Mrs.
and Mrs. Larry Kennedy of Route Leslie Cruce, Jr., L. D. Dedmon,
4, Martin; three sisters, Mrs. Rus- Route 2, Fulton; Mrs. Bert Green,
sell Smith of Route 4, Martin, Mrs. Route 3, Fulton; John Smith, Jef011ie Watkins of Martin, and Mrs. fry Glyn Taylor, Mrs. T. A. MorLois Stewart of Memphis. His wife ris, Route 4, Fulton; Louis B.
preceded him in death.
Jones, Route 5, Fulton; Wade
Brown, Crutchfield, Mrs. Beulah
Copeland, Wingo; Mrs. James
Mrs. Georgia Simmons Gore, Route 1, Wingo; Guy Yates,
Route 2, Water Valley; Mrs. FieldFuneral services for Mrs. Georgia
on Thurman, Route 2, Arlington;
Laird Newhouse Simmons were
Rubye Canter, Mrs. Rebecca Mays,
held last Saturday, July 17, in Lynnville; Mrs.
Ellis McCord,
White Ranson Funeral Home
Route 1, Hickman; Mrs. Onie
Chapel in Union City with Rev. Farmer, Route
1, Clinton, James
Oren Stover officiating. Burial was Choate, Union City; Mrs. Fred
In Obion County Memorial Gord- Evans, Route 4, Union City; Bobby
ens.
Earl Tibbs, Memphis.
Mrs. Simmons,84, was the widow
of Thomas Simmons. She died in
the Fulton Hospital, following a
long illness.
She was born in Graves County,
the daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. John Laird, Mr. Simmons,
who died almost twenty years ago,
Nine new packaged disaster hoswas employed by the Illinois Cen- pitals are being placed in Mayfield,
tral Railroad.
Benton, Russellville, Franklin,
Surviving are a son, Ernest New- Monticello, Harlan, Whitesburg,
three
Fulton,
house of South
Pikeville, and LaGrange during
grandchildren, one sister, four June and July, announced Forrest
great grandchildren and five great- D. Stokes, director of Heakh Mobgreat grandchildren.
ilization, Kentucky State Department of Health. After storage of
these units'there will be a total of
Mrs.
44 disaster hospitals in the state,
ready
for use during an emergency.
Mrs. Marjorie May Taylor died
Monday, uly 19, in Fuller-GUllarn
Hospital in Mayfield, following a
Liberty Baptists
month's illness.
Funeral services were held yesterday (Wednesday) in the Calvary
Schedule Revival
Cumberland Presbyterian Church
In Graves County, with Rev. John
A revival will begin Sunday at
Boyd and Rev. Yarbro officiating. the Liberty Baptist Church and run
Interment was in the church ceme- through the following Sunday. Sertery.
vices will be held each evening at
Mrs. Taylor, who was 39, was 7:45.
the wife of Gordon Taylor of Route
The Rev, Don Hancock, pastor
2, Wingo, and the sister of Mrs.
of the church, will be song leader.
Kenneth Turner of Fulton.
The evangelist will be the Rev.
Others surviving are four chil- George Fennel, pastor of the First
dren, Ira Lynn, Anita Jo, Rosanna Baptist in Sunnyslope, Ariz. near
and John William; her mother, Phoenix. He is a former resident
Mrs. Alberta Green, and two bro- of this area.
thers, Howard Green of Grahamvile, Ky., and Aldo(' Green of
Racine, Wise

Mayfield Gets New
Disaster Hospital

Gerdes Taylor

Mrs. Wayne Meacham
Mrs. Wayne Meacham died on
Friday, July 16, in the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Tommy Strange, in
Memphis, following a heart attack.
Funeral services were held last
Sunday in the First Baptist Church
In Fulton, with Rev. H. M. Suthard
and Rev. Denzel Dukes officiating.
Burial was in Boaz Chapel Cemetery. Hopkins and Brown Funeral
Home of Clinton was in charge.
Surviving are another daughter,
Mrs. Joe Cowin of Murray; three
sisters, Mrs. Bill Robey of Water
Valley, Mrs. Boaz Meacham of Detroit and Mrs. Bill Tiller of Texas;
three brothers, Jess Hopkins of
Tucson, Arizona, John Hopkins of
Wingo and Finley Hopkins of Detroit; three sisters, several nieces
and nephews.

Mrs. Harry Shape
Funeral services for Mrs. Harry
Shupe were held last Saturday,
July 17, in Whitnel Funeral Chapel,
with Rev. Denzel Duke, pastor of
the First Baptist Church, officiating. Burial was in Greenlee Cemetery.
Mrs. Shupe, 83, and her husband
lived at 104 Bates Street. She died
July 15 in Jones Hospital, where
she had been a patient for a long
time.
She was born February 18, 18138,
and was a member of the First
Baptist Church in Fulton.
In addition to her husband, she
is survived by one son, Harry
Wayne Shupe of Memphis; two
daughters, Mrs. Nelle Olderburg
of Harpers Woods, Mich., and Mrs.
Sunshine Shelton of Champaign,
Ill.; two half-sisters, ten grandchildren, seven great grandchildren, and several cousins.

SF Baptist Group
Has Bible Classes

Young people from the South
Fulton Baptist Church are conducting Vacation Bible School classes
in the Walnut Log area of Lake
County. It is one of six such schools
that have been conducted this summer.
Aletha Tegethoff, Patricia Connell, Melva Lynne Matlock, Teresa
Pennington, Delbert Mukahy, and
Molly Alexauder are helping in the
program which includes young people from numerous area churches.
GO TO C:IUECII SUNDAY

executive director. Within a few
months popular support for it had
been shown and preliminary work
was begun on the present projects.
Numerous delays were encountered, but construction was finally begun late this spring.
The present members of the
Commission are Myatt; James
Green, chairman; Mrs. Arch Muddleston, vice chairman; Mayor

$4.85
GAL

SAVE
TWO WAYS!

YiltaxtuA.-esausAA,
"3000" House Paint
Save money on the
paint, today! Save
repainting costs in
years to come with
quality "3000" House
Paint by MartinSenour. The white
paint fartious for selfcaning,for durability!

307 Commercial
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ad, or operated in Union City, Martin, Hickman. Mayfield, Murray,
and a large number of other area
cities.
If Fulton decules to unaertake
urban renewal, the presence of the
new housing developments will
meet an essential prerequisite for

federal aid.
MATCH SLATED
The annual West Kentucky Oper
golf tournament will be played at
the Mayfield Country Club Augus
7-8. Pat Nanney of Fulton is tht
defending champion.
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Gilbert De*" —: Lonnie Roper; I
and Lorene Harding.
Myatt in appraising the three
Fulton housing areas said, "We are
proud of the project, it is a nice
one, and it is something Fulton will
be proud of." Mrs. Harding added
that it will definitely be an asset
to the community.
Other municipal housing developments are being planned, construct-
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up some new ideas and information
fron‘attending the meetings of the
breed associations.
When boys and girls club work first started in tate early
1900's, the emblem was a 3-H clover symbolising Head, Heart,
Joe Martin, County Agent
The schedule for the field days
Hands. Around 1911 the 4th H was added to represent Health.
as follows: Jersey Cattle - July
is
Tenn.
City,
Union
Ever since, both here and in about 75 other countries, this
21 at West Tennessee Experiment
emblem has represented the equal training of "head, heart,
Station, Jackson—Hereford CattleES
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SELECTED UMPIRE

Jack Graves has been selected
as an umpire for the regional
tournament of the American Legion baseball teams of Western
Kentucky. The tournament ends
tonight (Thursday) in Murray.
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No place on earth has more to offer than Hot Springs...
and there's no finer place to stay than The Arlington.
Swim in our beautiful cascade pools .. . enjoy cocktail
parties, dinner music and dances ... dine on gourmet
food ... golf on our two 18-hole Championship courses.
All sports and recreations in Hot Springs including

THE

OUR OWN
Twif4 CASCADE
'4(1. POOLS

•

and boating. Tae the world-famous thermal baths
with new WHIRLPOOL and massages right in The Arlington.
For Rates and Beautiful Color Brochure—
A. MAY, Mgr., The ARLINGTON HOTEL Phone: AREA 501
EDGAR
Write
NAtional 3-7771
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Miss Sammie Jane Mathis has
returned home from Hillview Hospital, after undergoing treatment
for pneumonia. She is doing nicely
and able to be out again.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Rickman
and sons, of Murray, were here
Sunday and were guests of their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. Carbitt
Rickman and Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Donoho.
Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his
regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church, at which time the
summer revival began, as announced a few weeks ago. Rev. Henry
Davis arrived for the evening service, as the visiting minister. Services will be held daily at 2 and 7
p. m. Everyone is invited to attend
each service by Pastor Rogers and
the church.
Miss hfargarett Bynum is a pati
ant in Hillview Hospital, suffering
from an attack of summer flu. We
hope she will very quickly recover.
Mr. and Mrs. Covene Hastings
and granddaughters, Mores and
Marsha, left last week for their
home in Detroit, after speeding
their vacation in Tullahoma, Tenn.,
Dukedom and Wingo Route. They
enjoyed their visit with all relatives and friends around here.
On Saturday, August 7, the annual meeting will be held at Acres
Cemetery, where those interested
TOTAL CONSERVATION NEEDED, GOVERNOR
gather to pay the caretaker, Mr.
SAYS—On an impromptu inspection of Western KenCondon Mitchell in charge. Funds
tucky strip-mine operations, Governor Edward T.
will be needed to meet the expendiBreathitt, hatless and shirt-sleeved, called for stricter
tures, so get in all contributions beregulations, cooperation by the Tennessee Valley Aufore the above date. See the comthority, and a Federal strip-mining law. At this mine
mittee in charge or Mrs. LaVerne
Windsor, Dukedom, Route 1, who
site, he and Robert Montgomery, Natural Resources
serves as secretary-treasurer for
deputy commissioner for reclamation, view a pool of
the committeemen.
acid water created by mine drainage.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Puckett
have had relatives as visitors in
their home the past week, who are
• DUKEDOM RT. 2 spending vacations here.
Miss Pansy McClain and mother,
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor
Mrs. Ethel McClahi, left a week
ago for Los Angeles. They made
A large number of baseball fans
Sunday, July 25, a revival will
attended and enjoyed the game at begin at Knob Creek Church of the trip by jet and Mrs. McClain
Chestnut Glade Sunday afternoon, Christ, with Bro. Garvin Brundige will also visit with children, Mr.
when the Dyersburg team was de- as the visiting preacher. Bible and Mrs. Rex Frieids, while there.
feated by the Chestnut Glade team School will also be conducted in the
In a doubleheader.
afternoon. An invitation is extended
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. to all to join in these services.
•PHIRCE STATION
Wilmer Jones of Chardon, Ohio,
July 25 is also the beginning date
By Mrs. Charlie Is
on the arrival of a baby son, who for the revival at Good Springs.
has been named Randy Glyn. The Services will be each night at 7:43.
grandmother, Mrs. Durell• Terrell, Rev. James Westbrook will be the
We are sorry to report Mrs. Emleft Saturday for a visit with the revivalist assisting the pastor, Rev. mett Reece is a patient in the hosJones family.
Dale Shelton.
pital. Hope she is better soon.
Mrs. Elizabeth Darnell and Ruth
John Smith is a patient in the
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Griffin have WI last Monday on a vacation trip
returned to their home in Chicago, to New Jersey and Michigan, plan- Fulton Hospital, suffering with a
back injury. Hurry home, John, all
after a visit to relatives here and
to be gone about two week,. your friends miss you.
to thetr doubter, Linda, and famiMrs. Mae Byars celebrated her
Mr. and Mrs. Bill -Ferguson and
ly in Michigan.
17th birthday as dinner guest In niece, Mary Ruth Edmonson, of
Wen Lucy Gibbs is visiting Mr. the home of her eon, Bates Ryan, Troy and Mrs. Ferguson's mother,
and Mrs. Ralph McKnight in Shef- and family. She appreciated the Mrs. Edmonson from Kenton, were
many cards she received.
supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
field, Ala.
Mrs. Lucile Brown is visiting Frank Ferguson Sunday night.
The Chestnut Glade Club will be
Farmington,
Rachel Mathis at
Mrs. Mary Underwood and Mrs.
guests of the Happy Neighbors Club will
next Tuesday, July 27, at the home Ky., for,a few days.hospitalized in Francis Roach and grandson of
Horace Holt is
East Moline, Ill., and Mrs. F'ronie
of Mrs. R. V. Darnell on the DresHospital at Memphis for Underwood and son of Martin,
Veterans
den-Latham highway.
treatment.
Route 3, were visitors of Mrs. VirMr. and Mrs. Mac Howard and
Mrs. Travis Dacus, Sarah and
family and Mr. and Mrs. Dale John have recently returned from ginia Hay and other friends here
Saturday.
Fugue and family visited their par- a visit with relatives in Texas.
Paula Long left this morning
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Frields,
Congratulations and best wishes (Monday) for Milan, Tenn., to atlast week end.
Gerald
and
to Caroline Haley
tend 4-H Club camp this week.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Reed have Crocker, who were married SunMr. and Mrs. Bud Stem visited
returned from Ames, Iowa, where day afternoon by Rev. Norman Mr. and Mrs. Mandl Roach Sunthey attended the wedding of their Crittendon at the parsonage in Ful- day afternoon.
daughter, Betty Gay, to Larry ton.
Buford Adams, of Martin, was a
Bowley.
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Bethel and guest of Mr. and Mrs. P--cl Stem
in
home
their
to
returned
son have
Sunday.
Florida, after spending a vacation
Billy Stem went to Princeton
with parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rex Sunday. His son, Garry, returned
relatives.
other
Bethel, and
home with him after a week's visit
Ed Cashon and Velva Hawks, Sr., with relatives.
have been dismissed from the hospital, after several days treatment.

• DETROIT NEWS
iv Roy Maurer
Had a good rain last night, first
we have had in a long time.
So many people on vacation. Mrs.
Grace Mohler spent a week in
Water Valley with her mother,
Mrs. Henley, Mr. and Mrs. Virgil
Rowland were also there. Mrs.
Hazel Hays spent her vacation at
home, catching up on housework
and just resting. Rev. Grady and
Marie Walters bought a new car
and left last Monday for Kentucky
for two weeks to see friends and
kinfolk
Rev. Louis Bledsoe and his family spent a week visiting his wife's
mother and dad, Mr. and Mrs.
Red Bouden. While here he preached the morning service July 11.
Miss Wendy Bouden played the
piano for the services and did a
great job, as it was the first time

in a strange church and people also
a little nervous.
Rev. J. R. Wooten and family
were here also for a week. They
stayed at his brother's, Jack Wooten and wife, Myra. He preached
the evening service July 11 and
Mrs. Kathy Hauselman played the
piano. We had a good singing feat
for forty minutes and Rev. Wooten
brought a wonderful message.
Rev. Paul Cook and family were
also here on vacation to spend a
week with his folks, Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Cook, Sr., of Woodlawn Avenue.
Mrs. Gracy Holland i home from
the hospital and she and baby are
doing fine.
Rev. Nunn and family returned
from their vacation on Saturday,
July 17, and he filled .the pulpit on
Sunday, the 18.
Potluck dinner was July 11 in the
home of Jack and Myra Wooten.
Those present were: Rev. J. R.
Wooten and family from Concord,
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Tenn. Mrs. Bill Holland from Fulton, Ky., Mr. and lirrs. Marvin
Berroney from Detroit, Mr. and
Mrs. Hughie McAlister from St.
Clair Shores, Mich., Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Holland and family from Warren, Mien., Mrs. Mary Lou Sauer
and family from Detroit, Mr. and
Mrs. Hazel Clark and family from
Detroit. Afternoon visitors were:
Mr. and Mrs. Rhea Chick, Mr. and
Mrs. James Mitchell and family
and Mrs. Ralph Kirby. This is the
first time in a long time that the
Wootens have been together in
Michigan.
James and Frances Garland and
family spent a week on vacation,
seeing their folks and friends.
A good tip for you who have children in rear seat. Give each one a
piece of paper and a pencil and
have them write down what they
see unusual along the highway.

They won't get tired and fidget
that way. Try it and see.
Mrs. Bill Holland took three (
her children back to Fulton t
spend some time with her whll
her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Grac
Holland, gets some rest after he
long stay in the hospital.
See you in church Sunday. 1
you work Sundays, how about We
nesday night? We still have mk
week services.
Call me at 293-8161. To make
paper interesting, you must hav,
news.
ORDER MEETS
The Fulton City Chapter of th
Order of the Eastern Star held
party and potluck supper honorin
the Worthy Matron and Worth
Patron at the Masonic Tempi.
Tuesday night.

"Ths wisdom that is from above is first pure, then
peaceable, gentle, and easy to be entreated,
The Church is God's appointed agency in this world
for spreading the knowledge of His love for man and
of His demand for man to respond to that love by
loving his neighbor. Without this pounding in the
love of God, no government or society or way of life
will long persevere and the freedoms which we hold
so dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, even from
a selfish point of view, see should support the Church
for the sake of the welfare of himself and his family.
Beyond that, however, every person should uphold
and participate in the Church bemuse it tells the truth
about man's life, des* mud destiny; the truth which
alone will set him free to live as I child of ied.

full of mercy and GOOD FRUITS."
There are two forces at work in this world,
evil and good. We have the freedom to
choose between these two things.
"0 taste and see that the Lord is good:
blessed is the man that trusteth in him."

Carman Adv. $em

•McCONNELL NEWS

SIMONS PAINT STORE
107 E. State Line Phone 479-2724

PLANT BURNS
The American Lamp Co. plant in
Mayfield was destroyed by fire
Friday night. It was just outside
the Mayfield fire protection area
and burned for four hours.

Heatiqirters for The TOUGH BREED OF TIRES!

Charlie Scates Store
Fulton
Highway 51, North
— Phone 4724531 —

cv us (of FAST, EFT-Of-NT
ON -THE-FARM

!NH fbcyour tire en the spot

DON'T LOSE VALUABLE WORKINB TIMET,

Mrs. L. T. Caldwell •
Mrs. Veneda Moss and children,
Nina Rose and Mrs. Albert Markham of Martin, also Mrs. Bertis
Levister of Martin, spent last vacationing in Michigan. They visited
their brother and uncle, Hershel'
Wilson. and family and other relatives there.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Austin and
son, Tommie Allen, spent last week
vacationing in St. Louis. While
there they attended a major league
baseball game.
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Cathey of
St. Louis visited his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Audie L. Cathy, and other
relatives here last week end.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Faulkner
are the proud parents of a baby
son, born June 23.
Mrs. Hershel' /Umbel and children of Glasgow, Ky., visited her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Oarl /Whey
this week end.
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell, Mrs. Dorita
Boggess and children, Brad and
Loan, and Miss AIMS Lou Caldwell
spent Wednesday in Memphis.
Miss Betty Welch, of Memphis,
spent last week end with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ugon Welch.
Mrs. Frances Nell Perry of Nashville spent last Friday night wilh
Miss Anne Lou Clildwell.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Welch spent
several days last week with their
daughter, Mrs. Frances Sallee, of
Memphis. She underwent surgery
at St. Joseph Hospital in Memphis
last Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Newman of
St. Louis spent the week end with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Newman.
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INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Fulton

Hickman - Fulton Co's. R.E.C.C.
"Live Bother Ilischicalle

William Ward, Livestock
We buy and will daily
Photo owl

Morris St; S. Fulton

Phone 472-3951
Hickman, lry.

Airlene Gas Co. of Fulton, 7;r0

CITY DRUG COMPANY

Butane and Propene gas dealer

Your Prescription Drug Store
Fulton, Ky.

Phone 472-1303

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.,Inc
Kentucky Ave.,

Fulton

Fulton, Ky.

Phone 472-1471

Rico Insurance Agency, Inc.
s. us for all your Insurance needs
231 Main Stir,

Phone 472-1341

Travelers Inn Restaurant
Featuring Home-Made Pies

PURE MILT COMPANY

SEARS
Special Sunday Dinner

At the store or at your door
Fulton, Ky.

Shop by Phone

Phone 47944211

South Fulton, Tess.

Phone 472-3311

JET LANES
Special rates to Church groups
110 Fourth St.

Phone 472440

Henry L Siegel Company, Inc.
Puttee and South Pullen

Billy and Ann's Flowerland
210 Commercial

Phone 4724214

MARINE OIL COMPANY
West State Line

Fulton, Ky.
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come to Kentucky when they know
that they will meet local people in
a relaxed and enthusiastic mood.
Your Festival is an outstanding
opportunity for the Department of
Commerce to auist you and I shall
devote every energy to helping
your people with the project.
"I hope to be in Fulton soon for
an over-night stay to discuss your
plans with you. I feel that the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce may
also want to help plan the Industry Executives Luncheon."
Miss Peden will be in Fulton on
Thursday, August 5, and will be an
overnight guest with friends here.
Governor Edward T. Breathitt, who
will conduct state government in
Hickman on that-day, has also been
invited to be a guest in the city to
work out plans for the entire Festival program.
Meanwhile, Mayors Gilbert DeMyer and Rex Ruddle informed
the Fes tival board recently
that their respective city administrations have set aside a financial
appropriation to help stage the Festival. Both mayors, enthusiastic
about the Festival planing, pledg
ed the support of their administra
tions to work to make this year't
event a successful undertaking.
Both are ex-officio members of the
Banana Festival board.

Final Session
Of Instruction
Set At Pool
The final session of water safety
instruction to be given this summer at the Willow Plunge Swimming Pool will begin Monday and
run through August 6. The registration deadline is noon today
(Thursday).
The classes will run for 45 minutes. The intermediate class will
begin at 8, the advanced beginner
class at 9, the beginner class for
children seven and under at 10 and
for those eight and over at 11.
An adult class began Monday
and will run through August 19.
Junior and senior lifesaving
courses will start August 9 and
end August 20. Registration must
be completed by noon August 7.
Further information can be obtained from Barry Roper at
472-9058.

TEACHERS ANNOUNCED
Two new tnachers have been announced for the Wingo School.
Ralph Anderson will teach junior
high English. He has a B. S. Degree from Murray State College
While the plans for the pfogram and past experience in Pekin and
are well in the making, financing Glasford, Ill. Mrs. Jane Steely, who
the program is the chief concern also has a B. S. from Murray, will
teach home economics..
of Festival officials.

(We HAVE to make space for incoming fall
merchandise arriving daily).

Sportswear

Dresses Snits
afternoon, except Thursday, him 1 to S and
THREE Of SCORES of young people enjoy the recreational opportunities offered by the Willow Plunge swimming pool every
of Mr. and Mrs. Den Tilson; and Larry Dale
daughter
left,
Tilos.%
Shell;
Kim
Friday nights from 7 to 9. Above are Vicki Shell, cantor, daughtler of Mr. au d Mrs, Jellan
Chaney, right, son of Mr. and Mrs. Dale Chaney.
CLASS TO MEET

Sales Successes
Win Ford Dealer
Trip To Europe

The first meeting of the class for
diabetics will be held on Thursday,
July 29, at 2 p. m. in the Fulton
Health Center. Persons having diabetes and those with diabetes in
their families are invited to attend.
Class members will be enrolled
Mr. and Mrs: Grady Varden will
and permission slips will be distributed. Those planning to attend the leave Aug. 27 on a two-week trip
classes are urged to come to this to Portugal and Italy awarded the
Varden-Goulder Motor Co. by Ford
first meeting.
for outstanding sales in the 215dealer Memphis District.
The tour for 250 American Ford
dealers and their wives will start
WE HAVE IT!
with two days in New York and a
MARTIN-SENOUR
preview of the company's 1066
models.
Then the group will spend five
and a half days crossing the Atlantic by charter liner to Lisbon,
stay there three days, and go on to
Rome for the same period. They
will fly back to New York Sept. 10.
Ford's Memphis District includes
COLOR OLAZE dealers in Tennessee, Arkansas
Mississippi, and Alabama. The Fulton dealership is the only Kentucky
one in the Disrtict.

TREVA LOTJ—
(Conthtue4 on page

SOFT TINTS
Provkricial Pink
Medici Blue
Old World Olive
Spanish Gold
Roman Red
Antique White

DEEP TONES
Heritage Green
Bronze Olive
Newport Blue
Wedgewood Shadow
Turkey Red
Green Geld

WOOD TONES
Pecan
Mahogany TOSIO
Driftwood
Spicewood
Walnut Tone
F rultwood

four)

area, as well as school and church
programs. She has been singing
with school groups since the seventh grade and is a member of the
Youth Choir at First Methodist
Church.
She has been in the winner's circle at the Fulton Jaycee's Talent
Show, the Obion County Fair Youth
Talent Contest and the Four-H
Club "Share The Fun" contest.
She appeared as guest soloist at
"Stars In My Crown" and at the
Mid-South Fair the past two years.
Mr. Turner is enthusiastic in his
belief that Treys Lou will make a
fine showing for the Twin Cities
area in this statewide broadcast.

WAYNE ANDERSON—

BANANA FESTIVAL—

(Continued From Page Ono)

Conthumed From Page One)

your standards, these things become completely unimportant except as a part of the very difference you went looking for. But that
first night or two can test your
pioneer heritage.
One isolated little town in the
jungle had an especially interesting
hotel. It was a small, octagonal,
one-story building with a tin roof
and windows that could only be
closed with shutters.
The bathroom was in one corner
of the room and had a head-high
wall on three sides. The cold-water
shower was in the middle of the
enclosure, which was basically a
shower stall with the sink and "convenience" inside.
The "convenience" was little
over a foot high and designed to
eliminate the need for wood on the
top. Over ft was an old oil drum.
To flush the thing it was first necessary to turn a valve to run water
into the drum, then turn another
valve to accomplish the rest of the
job.
Whenyou have never seen such
an arrangement the fact that it
is primitive is not at all annoying.
In fact, it is fun.
The best meal we had in our entire time in Mexico was one of
steaks cooked in the Mexican style
with onions, tomatoes, a little chili,
and numerous other things. With
all the side dishekit cost forty cents
apiece.
As with the hotels, this was not a
five-star establIThment. it was a
little hole-in-thetwall place completely open to the street. But it
was rim by a woman with real
pride in her cooking and a sincere
desire to please her customers.
The Mexican people were as interesting as any of the sights we
saw. The next installment will deal
with our experiences with them.

Is Yellowstone
the finest
Bourbon
in Kentucky?

EXCHANGE
Furniture Co.
207 Commercial Fulton

Kentucky Straight Bourbon,90 Proof a 100 Proof Bottled-In-Bond.
• Yellowstone Distillery Co.. Louisville. Kentucky.

Washington, Cartagena, Colombia;
and Escuela Americana, San Salvador, El Salvador.
In addition to the Student Visitation program, the Festival will be
Kenneth Houston, a popular and the scene of the first International
prominent young businessman, has "Banana Peel Off," a drag racing
become associnted with Browder competition; the world's first "BaMilling Company in the business nana Match," with 1964 PGA Golf
operation of the firm. Mr. Houston, Champ Bobby Nichols giving a golf
president of the Junior Chamber of clinic and playing 18 boles of golf
Commerce, was formerly associat- with area tournament winners; a
ed with the local Southern States spectacular beauty revue; an arts
Cooperative for five years and for and crafts exhibit; and, of course,
the mammoth parade featuring
one year in Owensboro.
Mr. Houston, who lives at 506 Miss America and Latin-American
Forestdale, is a member of the beauty queens.
Plans are in the making to erect
First Methodist Church and holds
a BS degree in agriculture from the an exact replica of a banana
University of Tennessee, Martin plantation village, complete with
grass roofs and banana trees.
Branch.
Dr. Rafael Squirriu, head of the
An active civic leader, he invites
cultural affairs of
all of his friends to visit him at his department of
Union in Washthe
Pan-American
Wil(Gene)
of
new post duty. E. E.
is
Mrs. Sarah
with
working
ington,
liamson, is owner of Browder Milof the
ling Company, one of the area's Gertrude Knott, president
Folk Festival Association,
National
pioneer firms.
to send a group of Latin-American
artists here, with the possible return engagement of the fantasticalNOTEBOOK—
ly popular marimba band.
At the same time, Festival ofown Page One)
(Continue
ficials made it known that the
Rev. Piatt said he would see what focal point of the Festival will be
could be done, but that they had an Industry Executives Luncheon
little money to operate on. I called to be held on Friday, October first.
the Red Cross. They asked if he In discussing the plans of the lunchwas a veteran, which he isn't, say- eon with Kentucky Commerce Coming that they help service men and missioner Katherine Peden, she
veterans first, but would see what said:
could be done. The judge said call
"Plans for inviting high rankthe magistrate, that he couldn't do ing officers of giant industries to
much, if anything.
your Festival for a 'look-see' at the
To make a long story short, I spirit of your community is the
called about ten people and each kind of program my department
one said they couldn't do anything encourages whole-heartedly. I have
right away, but they suggested found that executives who rarely
someone for me to call.
leave their offices are happy to
After all the calling, I accomplished nothing except to find out
that if someone needs help, they
could starve before all the red
tape went through.
I am still trying to find someone to call to get help for this
couple im m ediateiy.
Eloise Hicks

Calder Implement
Burglary Unsolved
Fulton police reported today that
a burglary at the Goulder Implement Co on the Mayfield highway
has not yet been solved.
entered
was
The
building
through a hroicen-out rear window
Sunday night, according to an employee of the company.
Among the items stolen were a
battery charger, four tires, a radio,
an adding machine, and a box of
hand tools
The robbery was discovered by
Harry Duke when he opened the
building Monday morning.

1/2 PRICE
HATS...$3

$5

$7.51

ELIZABETH'S

FRIGIDAIRE Pull'N Clean
oven—divided top, too!
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• Exclusive Pull 'N Clean oven pulls out like a drawer
—for stand-up cleaning—other easy-clean features!
• Divided top has room for big kettles on all units.
• Speed-Heat surface unit
gets hot in seconds.
• Cook-Master starts and
stops oven automatically.
• Two roomy storage drawers,
one waist-high, one
full-width.

Your Old Stove
will make the
down Payment!

New!FRIGIDAIRE Soat cycle
Washer at a budget pied
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• Automatic Seek cycle Ideal for diapers,writ clothes
—soaks better in 12 minutes than you can overnight.
• Patented Deep Action agitator mum jet =rents
to help remove Maviest soil!
• Jet-Away rinsing late'
away lint and scum.
• Spins clothes extra dry.
• New mechanism designed
(Low Down Payment)
for top dependability'

$224.95
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A Non-Profit Florida Corporation
LOB
DUPONT PLAZA await — NMI
300 SIKAYMI BLVD. WAY
MIAMI, PLONIDA 33131
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July 16, 1965
Mrs.Paul Westpheling
President
International Banana Festival
Fulton, Kentucky
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Dear Jo:
A quick note to let you know Miss Ecuador is
making plans to accomparty the Operation Amigo
group of students to Fulton in September. Last
night I found out she is a stewardess for Ecuadorean
Airlines, the official carrier for their country, which
makes it easier. Incidentally, Ecuadorean Airlines
cooperates unlimitingly with the Operation Amigo
program.
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Terry said. 'I don't case rot ad goo
as Ws 110116.2
sok but
eddy, yam sea hmeglas the pride I
ateet.
there plat ugh ats--1 want felt be it yam the amity
came badt to Lexington after
to be a starter.'
bulks lite Miss (27-21) last
SI best= yew."'
Thisememer he's working
"Ford attys.
to river lbe most for McDade Combuction Co.
thaquidoet sad of Fulton. whidt is widening
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He ems do all of "but it's good for me. I sxpoet to be la the best possible
Meanwhile, he will be slope when I report beck dde
groomed to slop Ye Norton's fall so I an help Kentucky
in INK 'This year he'll win every game and then win
bp abated at Mors liap, a bowl game next January
adhow mid he will first."
—And add that next chapter
awes be spot areato the Terry Beadles Success
The San at Mr: and MIL Story. Sutt-ODAOCIIAT, PADUCAH.

Made playing each other
In each quarter.
Proceeds from the sale of
advance tickets will be used
for the purchase of athletic
thouirasoe by the Martin High
School athletic find,*diethan
tiehets purchased at the gate
cm that evening el the game will
ways among the
schools.

rem

iplemirtazi

eaves said that three other
schools had, in street confirmed their Ideation to come
and play, but had not as yet
made It official.

IYA41000!

Mountaiti
Dew°

You will note a carbon copy of this letter is going to Mr. Martinez Fonts, general manager of
Ecuadorean Airlines in Miami, and to Dr. Marco
Tulio Gonzalez, its president in Quito.
Thank you so much for your wonderful enthusiasm and cooperation in this program.
Sincerely
H. Stuart Morrison
Director
cc: Mr. Alberto Martinez Fonts
District Sales Manager
338 Biscayne Blvd.
Miami, Florida 33132
will attend the Third international Banana FesBeauteous Patricia Ballesteres, Miss Ecuador of 1145,
ation announced today. Talented,
tival as Me official representative of her country, officials of the organiz
Banana-producing countries in Central
stateumque, and brilliant the reigning beauty of one of the largest
ding students who will attend the FesAmerica, will be among the nearly 30 equally talented and outstan
S. A. ... and Mat's the twin cities of
tival, not only as guests, but as observers of if, in Small-town, U.
participant in the sparkling
Fulton, Kentucky and South Fulton, Tenn. Miss Ecuador will be a guest
who now occupies the position of royalty
beauty pageant to select • queers to succeed lovely Rita Wilson
l and international beauty queens, inand honor. Miss United States Savings Bond and other nationa
cluding the new Miss America, have been invited to attend.

Officials Catch
Fish To Feed
Florida 'Gators

— Florida
MIAMI, Fla.
conservation officials are using
electric shocks to catch fish for
starving alligators in Everglades National Park.
Millions of fish died in the
park when a drought dried up
ponds and waterholes. Hungry
alligators are beginning to eat
their own young.
State wildlife officers, using
lines, a net and an electric generator, send a shock that stuns
the fish. When they float to the
surface they are netted.

Keep Duty On
Safety Pins,
Ribicoff Urges

— SHOP PRICE

Dr. Marco Tulio Gonzalez
Presidente de Ecuatoriana de Aviacion
Edificio Guerrero, 5o Piso
Quito, Ecuador
(Get your cony of the Fulton News for other
details of this year's exciting Banana Festival Program.)
SHOP QUALITY

SHOP SERVICE at

— Sea.
WASHINGTON
,Abraham A. Ribicoff, D-Conn.,
be. urged President Johnson
Mit to lower duties on safety
OIL
The Tariff Commission recently reported that major producers of safety pins could adjust to lower tariffs by increasing imports of pins or producing
other products.
Ribicoff said lowering of the
duties would eliminate the pin
industry, centered in the Naugatuck Valley of Connecticut

Fish, Shrimp, Chicken Baskets, Boxes
But Al The

WWI- CREAM
We also feature all kinds of SUNDAES, SHAKES.
BANANA SPLITS,PARFAITS, - STRAWBERRY
SHORT CAKE to top off your meal as desert. Make
the DARI CREAM your one stop eating place—
Billy Gilbert Mgr.

Durable, easy to-clean Naugha hyde in
your color selection.

OVAL
BRAIDED
RUGS
x 12 Rayon a Wool
See these beautiful
multicelers of
brown, beige
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Handsome Steeple:a crowning touch to South Fulton Baptist Church

WE
GIVE

Upl Upl—and right in place went* the new shiny white steeple onto the
South Fulton Baptist Church on Monday afternoon, July 12th This 40
foot aluminum :tee* was constructed at Campbellsville, Ky. and
.
trucked kilt.c, to the South Fulton church. Once in place it reaches 211._ %
feet from the ground and can be seen for some distance.
The Rev. Gerald Stew, pastor of the church, explained that Cana14;,1
Meson', Industries is • division of Campbellsville College, a four-year —
Baptist College, and that much of the steeple construction is done by
students.
Construction of the South Flatten Baptist church sanctuary began
with a ground breisking ceremony on Easter Sunday and the scheduled
completion date of this $90,000 structure is August IS. The new sanctuary
will soot 6N peepler. Another floor beneath the sanctuary has a kitcheri't
and educational facilities.
(Photo by Marti Eakin)
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All-American Tailback
Named To Vols' Staff
You're missing a grand opportunity to make BIG savings if you
haven't been in to brows, around. Come in now!

"The Ogre for

M4141

who dross with care"

Fulton

MARTIN — Jack S. Beeler
has been appointed assistant
football coach at the University of Tennessee Martin
Branch.
Head Coach Robert Carroll
said Beeler's duties will be
concerned primarily with pass
defense and pass offense.
For the past several years
Beeler has served as assistant
coach at Indiana University
under Phil Dickens. During
his stay at Indiana, he served
as freshman coach and later
was In charge of the varsity
defensive backfield.

High School, Williamburg, Ky.
Beeler played tailback at
Wofford College, Rpartangurg,
S. C. He was named most
valuable player his senior year,
was selected as a member of
the Little AU-America Jam,
and was chosen to play in the
Blee-Gray game Is 1951. He
also .at a flodhsaatura eau-

Specially Priced For This Week!

5- piece Dinette Suite
WE
GIVE

Before going to Indiana
Beeler coached four years at
Oneida High School whee his
teams had 10-0 seasons In his
last two years. His first coaching job was at Williamburg

The Browns Are In
Jack Beeler
ference record at Wofford by
completing 26 out of 31 passes
against Auburn.
I Beeler is a native of Knoxville, is married and has-three

by

children.

SHOES FOR MEN •

1111111122121XIM=2111=1112=1:1=

Elegantly styled in your choice of colors.
Extension table with one leaf four sturdy chairs
heavily padded in plastic covers

Widths A -B-C-D

$36.39

Pinked-and-perforated
wingback inedalli••••
blt4ter with black French bl
itEding iii
hipline. Split-reverse WeIt al: I
an•tind
heel. Heavy leather •Ititsole,
letither-tiber
tindsole. hard heel. Brucem„
kteit.

urn; rimy SHOE STORE
2201 ake Street

Ftltou

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.

FULTON HARDWARE &
FURNITURE COMPANY
208 LAKE ST.

PHONE 472-1101
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By MANCIL J. VINSON
Aseletset Cesmbeisor of
Affinities*
A revolution can be detected
ht almost all segments of tie
Kentucky dairy industry.
Dairy leaders are plagulad
with the responsibility of anticby
ipating these changes for it is
Wendell P. Butler
their responsibility to assist
gem segment of the business
Commissioner
to plan effectively and make
Ky. Dept. of Agriculture
the required adjustments at
Frankfort
the most opportune time.
Dairying probably is chiming more rapidly than any
This is truly the
type of farming and if KenThe week of July
n"
seaso
tucky is to keep up with the
fair
Z5-31 is "Farm Safety "county
advance, future changes must
with
ucky
Week" in Kentucky. In Kent
at a more rapid rate
occur
fairs in
and improved practices for
Safety i s important $ everal
every
production and marketing must
throughout the year, progress most
to
like
be applied at the earliest posbut during this week day. I would
time.
sible
y
tunit
oppor
I would ue Our take this
cations between all
Communi
s
Kentuckian
farm famili to take to invite
segments of the industry must
one
be more frequent, direct and
a look aroun their to attend at least
aining
Everyone will be Wientert
these
of
simple,
homes, thei farms
to change and
pressure
der
events.
a n d farm libildings and colorful
will be brought
changes
these
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about very unexpectedly. No
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correct any
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held.
be
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that exist.
an era when every
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We often
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that
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progr
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will
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realizing the dangers draw entrie
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ready consolidated_ and they
they present. Too, several counti
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we often take our
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safety for
greater ecxnany and profize
y
tunit
u ntil an accident people an oppor
Similar trends are eviits.
cooking and
dent among co-operatives.
happens. Many times to display
The objective is to realize
we see or read of handicrafts. Too, exeffective and efficient
more
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vi,ewe
allow
hibits
serious farm accins for greater profits
operatio
r
othe
dents without perhaps to see what
fir producers. Indications are
✓ ealizing that a people are doing.
that the trend will continue toward fewer processors but
similar accident T h e many exhibits
ones. They will handle
larger
which a county fair
could happen on our
ZOOM Mak and technology will
farm or in our home. offers can be educacontinue to advance at about
the same pace or a little fastThe nature of much tional in that they
is
that
er.
best
and
the
show
work,
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The Kentucky daisy Weary
being produced in an
particularly farm
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most
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no other substitute for vagvarious hazards. A
.
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seek
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Protective legislation can
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* * * *
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Some people say
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that count
however, the best industry;
suffering.
on the decline. HowImmo,kr continued pogrom
ever, this is not the
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throughout the
Farmers will need to observe
NEW YORK — An ordinal
the competition for their prodmonths ahead.
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HERE

BEST

CLEANEST
USED FURNriURE
buy it at

EXCHANGE
viunOtare Company

,

NIGHT

FREE FURNACE INSPECTION
SY TRAINED HEATING EXPERTS
FUXNACE SERVICE, REPAIRS — GAS, OIL, COAL
Free estimate on cost of installing a new Lennox GIs
Furnace, Air Conditioner, All Electric Heat-Purnp-Elecfrie
Furnaces.
CALL COLLECT

SMALLMAN SHEET METAL

PHONE 472-1112

FULTON,

don et breeding stock. May
pikned deity
reedirs add plea Is
supplement their dairy income
through the sale at *soft
stock.
Eantudty amid become a
source at replecnant stock
for the Stodieetem
Stabs.The slateltleoelke and
the estate traspenelba
system is an advents. la dis
business.
The future prospects for
dairying doss not mesa that
all
we will have emooth esialp a
the time.
Ilk may aspect that may
et toders sable's will be intastfied and we will face new
Goss as we ge aim& On tiny
is certain, dist omen bivalved in the dairy hAntry 01
the tame mat be willing to
Thin will be me oboe
aim= idle Is asmad "est in He mow°

by rapid data equipment
through specialised canters.
Breed associations bldicate
that there is a deflates tread
toward a national records
headquareees fw all purebred
daily groups. It is necessitated
became, ot the toiceestva coats
that*aka must pay kr the
required Nosed services
through the Ihmited, facilities
by nay of the
now padded-Naindspadat
tional breed mandatins may
be emoted le NW shout the
ULM perm time Itto base
In operetta in Canida about
15 years.
High quality hay. Wae.and
good _puska are the heels kr
an *Vadat feedlig prestiot.
Supplements will used to be "
carefully selected to obddn
the best buy and provide the
most satisfactory ration.
The commonwealth. had an
ilent future in the_promo-_
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BLUR PLATS

4NOW
puR
S
CAllS

SUGAR

COKES
1 WAY

LISTERI NE
1IIIM 1....

WO
,

ANTISEPTIC
Size
14 OZ..

SWEET
BARBEl

ASPIRIN

IttYti

19t Sivi..11es

learlsolaw.

...for fast relief from
headache, muscular pains,
fever of a cold

2.00 SIZE

g AQUA NET
up

000

LILT

HAIR
SPRAY
bytte
Raye

1.00 KING SIZE

RIGHT
GUARD

0
89

COLGATE
Toothpaste

CREST
Toothpaste

N

•

P. N. HIRSCH & CO.

.
00
0
.

5 to 12 p. m.
All you can eat $1.00
Children 75c

•

•
•
•
• LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS. INC. •
:218 East State Line, Fulton, KY,PHONE 472-170;
ervirvirreme••••••••••••••••••••••••

89c

FISH
FRY!

DE,

0%,•=

"fired to achieve the type at
industry desired.
The American Dairy inditetry will need *contuse their
efforts through lorelp trade
promotions to gels a larger
share of thin market
One of the mostz=
problems faced by
dairymen is the elimination of
low producing cows from their
herds. /a the Mee there will
be no place tor inefficient producers.
In fact. some *donne believe that by ISM a esoossdul
dairy should have a inklimum
herd irrerage of ANS
Others have indicated ICiterege production will increase
by 20 per by 1970.
The predicant increase in
milk productla per car calls
for a wider acceptance of official production records. Greeters which eliminates undosiv
the keeping rd rands lw the
and inindustry meat
crease their
The day may not be tar in
me future when farmers will
be able to buy heifers actually
georanesed to produce a certain easount el milk because
of the development of a new
basin gala for dairy heifers Welch animates undesirable gents. The research work
Is Wig amdealled at the University tif likessota.
Thle posal#110 and the continued kennes is average
prodection per esw requires
the wider use of official mac.
ads. ma flame may denund
that these records be handifitt

F resh'Caught Fish
Hush Puppies, Slaw,
Tarter Sauce
French Fries

FRIDAY
and

to the tread toward a lower
per capita consumudon of
milk for Oinking purposes.
Per capita use is expected
to fall from around 310 pounds
to around 270, the use of evaporated and condensed milk
will be down about 4 pounds,
butter down 2 pounds and
cheese up one pound. The outlook for ice cream is excellent
and the per capita consumption could go up about 6
pounds.
Per capita use of milk, however, does not revea) the entire picture for the population
explosion will give the industry a total increase in consumption. Eight times every
minute somewhere in the
United States another baby is
born.
In one week, the number of
babies bona equals the population of Portland, Maine, and
the hula bore ins area k
the United States cooldleilie
the agitation of Akre% Ohla
The adlk peeduesr has this
and ether otheategss, art as
the Amadeu Daisy Anoxiationpmesallone,in his favor le
Wow *whew tor milk.
Thwe is'distinct tread in this
country and in other countries
toward diets that include higher panda foods.
td markets canna be
fork may be more
feasibk fir these =tries to
&pad ea Ihe United States
for reassembly priced dairy
products than it is kr them to
tab, the sleps to develop the
~My of operations re-

4•MPOP"
,
41/111.111

P.N.HIRSCH a. CO.
317 Broadway
Sara Puttee

Open 1:SS te 9:INI
Men. • Fri. - Set.

f:SO te IrN
'Tues. - Wed. -11sor

AIaIIANtk,'‘Niki...*

BOLOGNA
PIMENTO
BAKED B
COTTAGE
DEVILED

VT*

1101{.
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DRIVE BY AND LOOK OVER THE BEAUTIFUL QUALITY STAMP REDEMPTI
CENTER -- MILES AVENUE, UNION CITY, TENNESSEE.

U. S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

FRYERS

GRADE A WALL

EGGS 4

WM

WHOLE
k

Truo savings cannot be measured by a few mitts CENTER CUT
on a few "specials". You get REAL savings ONLY
when you save on tho TOTAL COST of ALL tho
foods you buy every wook. That's why E. W.
JAMES is the SAVINOEST pleat to shop. We've
END CUT
a thousand-and-one LOW PRICES on the quality
foods you like best and buy most often. Come
shop and see — there's nothing like STOREWIDE
LOW PRICES to save you MORE money... on
MORE items... MORE days of the week.
REELFOOT FANCY BABY BEEF

1•00

THURSDAY,FRIDAY &
SATURDAY 9 A. M. TO
7 P. M.

HAMBURGERS
NO Lan;BUY TN
BY TEE DOZWI.

PORK CHOPSLB69(
PORK CHOPSL55(
!
RIB TEAK LB 59(
BOLOGNA LB 49(
49(
FRANKS

FOLGER'S

KREY (All

CAN COFFEE

BlUE PLATE

SANDWICH SPREAD wrt49c
10:99c
SUGAR
"*TOKES&PEPSI3c:Ricesti:00
3QuARTE$1.00
SWEET
BARBECUE SAUCE 29c
PURE Cita

$

With An Additional $5.00 Purchase,
& Tobacco Products.
• ducting

FLUE DEPOSIT ON BOTTLES

1

29c ICE MILK swr"sornYRNER.831i2Gaiona $1.00

LB

LB.

REELFOOT SMOKED

HAMS

CAN PEACHES
119s

WAY

rr

PRIDE OF GEORGIA
FREESTONE
No. 2 1/2 Size Can

12 TO 14 LB. AVERAGE
WHOLE or HALF
No Center Slices Removed

(Plus
Quality
Stamps)

ampomminow

(Limit 4 Please)

SLICED BACON

Plus Quality Stamps

59;
II 79C

REELFOOT

U.S.ocnicamstrie INSPECTED GRADE A

* CHICKEN PARTS •
.

• FROZEN FOODS •

,
411011•ISSIBBI

SLICED

WELCH 6 OZ. CANS

GRAPE JUICE
ORANSele ICE
• FROM OUR KITCHEN *"'"""

JU
CAN
2 La, BAG
GARDEN
WINTER

29' FRENCH FRIES
"a. 45' CHEESE PIZZA
*It 39' BAIT SHRIMP
mai 59c

BOLOGNA SALAD
PIMENTO SALAD
BAKED BEANS
COTTAGE CHEESE

116

• DAIRY DEPARTMENT •

5w" $1.00
5 ter s1.00
2 bts 39c
59c
39c

AMERICAN CHEESE
CREAMERY BUTTER
CRESCENT ROLLS
PURE MILK
EOAN”

49c

12 OZ.

MAPLE LEAF

k

„,FI

DAINTY BUTFERMD.K

4 OZ. CAN

FULTON PURE MILK

GALLON

69c
10c
86c

5 $1.00

6 29c

DEVILED EGGS

ist

CAN

QUICK & EASY

BISCUITS

59(
La 49(
La 33c
LB.19(

LEGS & THIGHS
BREAST
GIZZARDS
LIVERS

STORE HOURS: Monday Thru Saturday
8:00 A. M. To 8 P. M.
DAY, JULY_ 23.
TM AD GOOD FROM THURSDAY, JULY 22 THRU WEDNES

'
LB

LEtims
25AR 1
LETTUCE
104

Li

6BIG DAYS TO DO YOUR SHOPPING

SHELLED PEAS
HOME GROWN OKRA
SANTA ROSA PLUMS

49c

ram

CAN
Limit 6 Please
Plus Quality Stamps

5

19(
111 194

Plenty Of FREE PARKING

•
•
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Miss Hart,36.Year
Vet, Fats' Friday,
Retires This Week

Spaceman Cookies

WASHINGTON, D. C.-44 years ago, Dresden,
Tmeeseee loaned one of Its daughters to the
isetbase capital and after almost four decade
of work as secretary to two members of the
United States House of Repremmtatives, she's
calling it minis.
Kiss Rope Howard Hart, who, atm* the open
fag of the 'flat Congress on March 4, 1929, has
bean herd at work in the engem of bt the late
141Prisemitettee Jere COCIM sod the present 8th
District C.oegresesme, Robert A. Everett,
aced her retirement last week. Cooper
represented the 116 easgressional
"I'm prone of wary day I was privileged
to serve there two men," Miss Hart said. "They
were oetetandleg leaders, sad it has bow a
wonderful $6 years."
The genglater of a now-deceseed Methodist
minister, Miss Bart lived in *eery wady in the
OM Dieblet withthe esnotiosi of Crockett. A
forayer leacher, eke gradated from high eMbool
ia Kerray, KosAwsky and attended West Tenaesaee
Teachers College(sow Memphis Mate University).

Spaceman Cookies, perched on marshmallow "launching pads,"
take popular gingerbread men into the realm of tomorrow. These
cookies haven't soomed aloft in a spaceship yet, but they're guaranteed to send your youngsters into "orbit."
Bake Spaceman Cookies with enriched self-rising flour to be sure
of extra nourishment Enrichment contributes valuable nutrients —
the B-vitamins thiamine, niacin and riboflavin, the minerals Iron and
calcium, plus protein and food energy — all "musts" on your family's
diet list.
The leavening afid salt pre-blended by the miller in specific
amounts into self-rising flour speed preparation, too. For best flavor
bake the cookies a day ahead and store in a tightly covered container to "mellow" overnight.

Full Reassessment Jan.1
Is Impossible, Official Says
Morehead, Ky.—A state education official said yesterday
that it would be impossible
to reassess property at its full
cash value on Jan. 1, 1966,
as the Kentucky Court of Appeals has ordered.
"I do not believe it can be
done, as some people are saying, on January 1," said Samuel
Alexander, assistant superintendent of public instruction.
He spoke to Eastern Kentucky
school superintendents meeting
at Morehead State College.
"There's not the first word
in the Court of Appeals' decision that says it (reassessment) has got to be done
then," Alexander said.

/I 2

Set out baking sheets. Preheat oven to 3600. Sift together flour,
ginger and cinnamon. Blend molasses, shortening and egg. Mix
thoroughly into flour mixture. Chill at least 2 hours. Roll %-inch
thick. Cut out "spacemen" using cardboard pattern or lightly
floured cookie cutter. Place on baking sheet and decorate with currants oi raisins. Bake 15 to 20 minutes, or until lightly browned.
Cool on wire rack, then decorate with confectioners sugar icing.
Store in tightly closed container.
*If you don't sift and in the absence of other directions, spoon
flour directly from container into a one-cup dry measure, level off,
then remove two level tablespoonfuls, according to USDA
recommendations.

The decision means, he said,
"that we've simply got to get
moving on that date." Furthermore, Alexander said:

Beautiful 2-bedroom brick home
in South Fulton, Tenn. Located in
nice peaceful area. Built-in air conditioner and drapes. This house is
a steal at the price.

TI I
VV1 i I ,Vire,

"Even if property could be
assessed at its full cash value
on Jan. 1, which is absolutely
impossible, we wouldn't even
levy a tax until Jan. 1, 1967."

•

y 12,1Z

Delay Ti *Calm'?

"Harry Shot Me!"

The delay between establishing new tax rates and collecting the first taxes based upon
them will mean that "people
will have time to think about
it and calm down," Alexander

Watchers of TV westerns know
Nice 2-bedroom white frame
the scene by heart. Old Ed, the vichome located in South Fulton,
tim of a shooting, lies near death.
Tenn. This home is only 2 yrs. old
11
et the bud4t. '
shed* bliedi_frftr to calca•bil
and is priced to
seim,fast words. Ed pis:
"Harry shot mar
On TV, that usually settles the
Beautiful English Colonial home
identity
of the killer. But in real life,
an
has
in excellent repair. It
if Harry were charged with murder,
apartment upstairs with outside
would a statement like Ed's be
stairway that rents for $50.00 per
valid in court?
month. You must see the inside of
There are arguments both ways.
this home to really appreciate it.
The main problem is that Ed's accusation, when repeated later by the
sheriff, is mere hearsay—that is,
secondhand evidence. And the law
New brick homes 2 and 3 bedhas good reasons to be wary of
rooms with built-in kitchens located
hearsay.
In the quiet of the country yet just
For one thing. Ed's charge was
1 mile from town on Tenn. side,
not made under oath. For another,
These are the homes you have been
he is no longer available for crosslooking for.
examination by the person he has
accused. For another, a man in his

Alexander is the second state
hope of surviving, he might not be
sufficiently motivated to tell the
truth.
But if all hope has fled, his words
may be heard in court. In fact, if
he is too far gone to speak, even
matures alone may serve. In one
case, a dying woman's squeeze of
the hand, in response to a question,
helped to send her slayer to jail. In
another case, a nod of the head was
held enough.
the principle works
Of
both ways. A victim's dying words
may be used in court not only to
prove that the defendant is the killer
but also to prove that he is not. As
with all rules of law, what may convict the guilty may also free the
innocent.

COUIlle,

Nice 5 bedroom home on 20
acres land just 3-4 mile from city
limits. Country pleasures and city
conveniences.

Excellent building lot for split
level home located in South Fulton,
Tenn. Shady and well located.

Building lots located on 307 Highway.

5-acres of land located approx. 3
miles Northeast of Fulton on 45
Highway.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIOS

*1

Extra Income from part time
work. Wholesale business in surrounding area, could be made into
full time employment with right
person. Good profit made last year.
Truck included in sale price. Must
sell due to ill health.

Good business located in Fulton.
See about it now.

Commercial property in Water s
Valley. Brick building with living
quarters in rear. Good investment.

DEWEY JOHNSON
Insurance Agency, Inc.,

death throes might not be calm
enough or rational enough to make
a dependable declaration on any
subject.
Yet there are also good reasons
for accepting the evidence. As a
practical matter, it may offer the
best possible chance of bringing a
killer to justice. Furthermore, the
very nearness of death is likely to
induce the victim to be truthful. In
the words of a dying Shakespearean
character:
"What in the world should make
me now deceive,
Since I must lose the use of all
deceit?"
Balancing these conflicting considerations, the law generally does
accept a deathbed accusation as evidence—but only under careful
safeguards.
For example, it is necessary that
the victim not only be near death
but be aware of it. If he still has

—Mrs.
BROOKLYN,N.Y. 4
Sally Robbins is a female mailman. The five-foot, three-inch
blonde, recently appointed as
Brooklyn's first distaff clerkcarrier, is the only woman in the
400-man crew at the Central
Unit Post Office in this borough.
"I enjoy the work," reports
Mrs. Robbins, who formerly
worked as a temporary mail
handler in Manhattan. "Carrying heavy sadot of mall doesn't
bother me because as a mail
handler I lifted sacks weighing
as much as 80 pounds."
She feels right at home behind
the wheel of the mail truck, too,
having been a cab driver in
Miami, Fla., for a time.

ferson County processes its tax
bills electronically.
Alexander told the superintendents that school boards
must proceed cautiously in announcing new tax rates, lest
they add to the apprehension
that already exists over possibly higher_taxes.
"We must let the people
know that we are not going
to levy taxes that will destroy
The next sentence in the them.
That would be the worst
court opinion says, however:
thing that could happen to the
schools," Alexander said.
"The county tax commissioners, the commissioner of rev- 'We Must Reassure..'
enue=ler public officials
"We must also reassure
will
strictly account- members of the general assemable for the performance of bly that we (Kentucky school
their constitutional and statu- officials) are men of reasontory duties with respect to the able judgment (and) that we
assessment of property for tax are not going to shoot for
purposes on and after that the moon. . .
date."
"We should encourage (the
legislature) to hold onto the
'...Get To Get Working...' $1.30 rate." If a special session of the legislature were
Referring in his talk to the convened and a reduction in
commissioner's st atement, the tax-rate limit enacted,
Alexander said, "Mr. Luckett Alexander said, "it would be
says, and I agree, that we have a tragedy." He said a lower
got to get working on it (re- maximum rate would kill Kenassessment) right now."
tucky school systems' longAt least one county tax com- range growth plans.
Alexander said he was not
missioner has said that reassurprised
when the Court of
sessment on Jan. 1 will pose
Appeals handed down the 100
few problems for his staff.
per cent assessment ruling.
Jefferson County Tax Com"The thing that's so amazing,
missioner Larry Layne said so puzzling, is why the people
last m
,e_that revision of of Kentucky, or school people,
some
rellect- or anybody else, waited fee
full-val
could be 75 years" before pressing for
accomplished easily there. Jef- such a ruling.

422 Lake St.
Phone 4724503

Pullen
Nit*, 472-31110

cup sugar
teaspoon malt
eggs, separated
cups milk
cup ReaLemon bottled lesson juice
1/3 cup sugar
1 pint sweetened fruit
1/2 cup whipped cream
Combine gelatin, 1/2 cup sugar,
salt, slightly beaten egg yolks and
milk. Cook slowly, stirring constandy, until miatuni begins to
thicken. Do not boll. Remove from
heat and slowly add bottled lancie
juice. Cool. Chill until mixture
thickens slightly. Beat egg whites
until fluffy. Slowly add 1/9 cup
sugar and continue beating until
stiff. Fold lemon mixture into ems
whites. Chill. Spoon chilled gelatin
mixture into parfait glasses alternately with fruit. Top each parfait
with whipped cream. 4 to 6 servings.

NOW SHOWING
— THRU —
SATURDAY

SUNDAY THRU WEDNESDAY

THE ACADEMY AWARD WINNER!
"BEST DIRECTOR'-Tony Richardson
"BEST SCREEMPLAT"-John Osherow
"BEST MUSIC SCORE"-ionn Addison

sumnilatni ntaskom offmneWasmar
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Attend Your
Annual Meeting

MEETING PROGRAM
BVIINT
Registration
Survey and Prizes
Beauty Contest
(First Appearance)
Business Meeting
Prize Drawings
Entertainment

0:00 p. m.
7:00 p. m.
7:13 p. m.
7:45 p. m.
0:00 p. m.

On The Co-op Grounds, Hickman. KY-

Wednesday, July 28. 1965
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Boston Monorail
Plan Is Rejected
BOSTON
— Directors of
the Massachusetts Bay Transport Authority have rejected a
monorail proposal for an extension of rapid transit to the Massachusetts South Shore and
have approved the use of a conventional two-rail system.

FULTON

official this week to say that
the court ruling does not mean
100 per cent assessment must
begin Jan. 1.
Revenue Commissioner
James Luckett, rebutting a
statement by Lt. Gov. Harry
Lee Waterfield, said the court
merely called Jan. 1 "the most
appropriate beginning point."

Lady Postman

BUILDING LOTS

Nice building lot on Ky. side of
East State Line approx. 34 mile
from city limits.

Two Congressmen's Hope
'...couldn't be prouder'

The most delightful dewerts of
summertime are the cool, airy concoctions that call for the season's
fresh fruit.
Particularly inviting is this
Lemon-Fruit Parfait, that blends
layers of fruit and fluffy, lemon
flavored gelatin dessert. It's served
chilled in tall parfait glasses with
a crown of whipped cream.
This parfait can be prepared with
a variety of fruits ... fresh raspberries, strawberries, blueberries,
sliced peaches. Or use frozen fruit
and make this dessert any season of
the year.
Beaten egg whites create the
fluffy air of the gelatin layer, and
bottled lemon juice gives a refreshingly tangy taste. Bottled lemon
juice is so convenient to use in any
recipe calling for lemon juice. Use
it for summer lemonade, too.
LEMON FRUIT PARFAIT
I envelope unflavored gelatin

D11 472-1851 Open 6:45

SPACEMAN COOKIES
About 3 dozen cookies
cup malted shortening or oil.
4 cups sifted enriched
self-rising flour*
1 e90
2 teaspoons ground ginger
Currants or raisins
I teaspoon cinnamon
Confectioners sugar icing
I cup light molasses

HOUSES FOR SALE

An Airy Summer Dessert

SAT. NITS
—NO BAND—
Members and Ou•sts U
Come Out - Ne Cover I
Charms. Neve yeurmlf
•a

PERCUSSIONS
With Maggie Lee
Thum., July 11
KOS Per Person

S

Harry

Hear reports by the men to whom
you've entrusted the responsibilities of
operating your consumer-owned business. See first-hand how your cooperative has grown in efficiency, service and
knowledge. Learn of the decisions
which affect your rural electric co-op
Cidter5
and you as an owner, and in addition
just how your co-op spends its revenue
dollar.

Rickman - Fulton
Counties Rural
Electric Co-op Corp.
— Hickman, Ky.
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How to Bs a Window Watcher

•••••

Windows—so importaet to the
overall personality of a ;house, as
well as the happiness of the family
living in the home—are being taken
for
m grranted by the average homeo
Here are ten points about windows to check if your summer piing
include building • new home Or semodeling your present horns, suggested by Architectural Aluminum
Manufacturers Association.
Make certain that the windows
are actually aluminum, because only
aluminum windows will never warp,
crack, swell or rust. A good test is
to place a magnet against the metal
frame. It will not hold if the window is aluminum.
You cannot really see the window's ability to fight the elements
such as windload, rain resistance or
air leakage just by looking at it.
However, you can be certain that
the window has been tested to perform these tasks if the windbie
frame bears the official zed and dlvet m"Quality Certified" label of
Be sure that the joints are closely
fitted. This insures good: perfornsance in the event of inclement
weather.
The window should open and
close smoothly and quietly. A tight
but smooth feel indicates close fit- ,
ting of frames and good contact of

Men Gossum takes swing.? a ball thrown by pitcher Dennis McKnight. Dovid Peeples is catcher, and Coach Virgil Yates, park director, is at left doing maintenance
work
los mend base, T
itins Youth, Inc., sponsors a full summer recreation program of baseball and softball for yeung people.

All tax and most other State
iliatermnental officials said
"diem". could remit if some
preelitin was not made to prams tax payments from sky-

FOR SALE
Wilson milk cooker, 410 gallon
capecity, good condition. Owner
retiring and will sell for
$601.111.
W.G. HAYDEN.
Bandana, Ky.
Phone 224-4337

In a statement today, the Mayfield Board of Education pledged
not to seek a full $1.50 tax rate
when local property is assessed
at I* Dement evaluation hi 1966.
Follinting the Kentucky Court
of Appeals., ruling recently calling for 100 percent property 113sessments beginning in 1966.
Governor Edward T. Breathitt
promised to appeal personally
to school boards and fiscal
courts for an equitable, sensible
tax rate based on critical needs.

465 Adoptions

Set State Record
Frankfort. Ky. —The Child
Welfare Department said yesterday 465 children were
placed for adoption by the
department in the fiscal year
ended June 30. It is the largest
number since enactment 24
years ago of a law allowing
the state to investigate adoption cases.

SAVE ON AIR CONDMONEBS

Leak for Narrow sight lines and
smooth surfaces. They complement
the witsdow's appearance and are
conducive to low maintenance and
easy classing.
tain there are no sharp or
edges or corners. Not
only pre they unsightly, but could
mow 14014 cuts or 'glitches when
dm** or opening tkild closing the
windnw
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41 FALCON, Ideor, standard
46 CNEVROLST Mask, 6471,
automatic
61 STUDOSAKER Hawk VE
60 SUICK Whabro sedan;
pew stowing
IN FORD Galacie
59 FORD sedans
S. CIIIVROLET Soleil. I;
power and air; clean
311 eider cars, $1411 to ENS

Drastically Reduced
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weatherstrip. This indicates good reeVROLST Impala 1644
'
sistance to water penetration and air ;
; black
infiltration.
&I CNIVROLIT Solar sedan,
Be sure that the locks and latches
dayi.
63 FORD Falcon; 14ranor.
36,11111 miles
4 GALAX'S so sedan, 6 4T1/
avtomatie

Mayf id Board Will Not Seek $1.50 Tax Rate
In a prepared statement today, the Mayfield Board of Education said:
"The Mayfield Independent
School Board will not request
that the full $1.50 tax rate be
levyed on property when assessments are raised to their fair
and full value. The board realizes that without a reduction
in the rate taxes could increase
three times or more. It will not
place this kind of burden on its
citisens. It is not in a position
at the present time to determine
exiscily wnat Uie tax rate will
be.
When the new assessments
have been made, the board can
determine then the rate necessary to rais the proper amount
of revenue to adequately support our schools."

are well attached, operate freely,
and .arst tight and secure when
closed.
Trg„td rattle the window. If it
doesn't rattle you can be assured
a gaoteleep during the next windy
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during our

Mid-Summer clearance!

RCA - WHIRLPOOL window units

$109.95

now as low as
(Installed in your window)
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WOOD AND PRUITT
30aWabiut St.
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MAIL COUPON

TODAY

or PHONE

WADE FURNITURE CO..
Fulton. KT.
foclos.d ii g1.00 down payment. MOND seed am the cold**t ledicated.
wit faire care of this account on year venal easy forms. Add 3% sales
54.'6
C 42" Wardrabe
$.39.111 0 Quality wardrobe .. 4211.113
0 12" Ohm assemble 431.1S 0 311•• Oases
Colsissot $29.95 g
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